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Long-Run Economic Projections: A Review and Appraisal

By Rex F. Daly

This paper has three major objectives: First, to out-

line the general nature of economic projections, in-

cluding methodology, limitations, and uses in policy

appraisal; second, to review a recent projection pub-

lished by Resources for the Future; and third, to

propose a general-purpose economic projection for

use by Government agencies in resource develop-

ment work. The general-purpose projection would

serve primarily as a reference for sector analyses and

more detailed regional, river basin, or similar smaller

area resource development studies.

ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS are widely used

by businessmen looking to new markets and

plant expansion; by Government administrators

faced with long-run policy decisions; and by con-

gressional committees and commissions. A vir-

tually insatiable demand for a peek at the future

—

albeit clouded by uncertainty—has given rise to a

host of longer run economic appraisals. Most of

them are similar in coverage, methodology, and re-

sults. Some have been elaborate investigations

culminating in long, published reports. More
often, they are simple administrative documents.

Unfortunately many of the more detailed studies

consist largely of collections of data for past years

and "numbers" projected on the basis of past

trends.

Much of the subject matter of economics is eco-

nomic projection. Long-run decisions and policy

questions frequently involve commitments extend-

ing over several decades. The work of every divi-

sion of the Economic Research Service is con-

cerned with economic projection. Likewise, the

work of most Services of USDA and such agencies

as the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare; the Corps of Engineers; and the Department
of the Interior either carry on or contract for con-

siderable research work in long-run economic ap-

praisals. In addition to Government agencies,

many other public and private research groups,

universities, study commissions, business firms, and
most international agencies do research involving

long-run judgments about future economic growth.

An examination of recently published long-run

projections and preparation of such appraisals

over a period of years prompt the following gen-

eral observations:

1. Decisions involving long-run commitments

force appraisals of the future, though they may be

only implicit in the decision made. The tools of

economics have been helpful in appraising long-

run economic prospects.

2. Neither the economist nor any one else can

foresee the future. The economist above all must

appreciate the limitations of his tools and should

be quite candid in pointing out the nature and lim-

itations of economic projections.

3. Elaborate, detailed, published economic pro-

jections probably require much more time and

effort than can be justified, even in an affluent

society.

4. Some coordination of long-run economic pro-

jections is needed, at least among Government
agencies. A projection of economic growth which

fits the needs of various agencies for use in re-

source development research would greatly facili-

tate comparisons among projects, speed up the

work, and reduce costs.

5. Most long-run decisions have many facets

—

economic, social, welfare, national security, etc.

—

and no economic or other analytical framework,

can be expected to give unequivocal conclusions

regarding the whole picture of the future. Ac-

cordingly, judgment by the administrator, the

"board," or other policymakers must play the key

role.

Nature, Use, and Limitations

The need for long-run economic projections as

an aid in policy formulation is fairly obvious.

Most economic decisions—whether to invest in a

new plant, build a dam, or reforest a cut-over

area—involve judgments about the future. To
the extent that it is effective, the long-run appraisal

may be proven incorrect, if problem areas are re-

vealed and action is taken to correct them. Thus,

the economic projection in influencing long-run

judgments and policy formulation may generate

the conditions which prove it wrong.

The economic projection attempts a view of the

future based primarily on present knowledge and

relationships of the recent past. Usually the stra-

tegic assumptions are given and much of the pro-

jection follows logically from the assumptions.

Accordingly, the project is not an uncondi-
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tional "forecast" of the future, but is an appraisal

based on a number of specific assumptions.

Such assumptions make the projection job man-

ageable, but they are partly a dodge which simpli-

fies the job and limits its usefulness to some extent.

Few, if any, economic forces can be impounded in

the assumption, "other things being equal." More-

over, the contribution of these forces to economic

growth varies from one time to another. The

long-run economic projection, consequently, can be

little more than a rough sketch of future growth

based on past trends and economic relationships.

Such projections seldom reveal new problem areas,

though they may help to roughly quantify known
problems.

Methodology and Assumptions

The scientific appraisal of the future must rely

heavily on historical trends and relationships.

Even the most sophisticated growth models greatly

oversimplify relationships involved in the chang-

ing system of cause and effect. Thus, the scien-

tific projection is chained to the present and

usually to the more recent past. Acceptable pro-

jections do not deviate far from persistent long-

run trends in population, general economic

growth, consumption, productivity, technological

developments, and relative prices. They seldom

reveal turning points or great technological

developments.

Even if we could foresee the future with ac-

curacy, we probably would not be taken seriously.

For example, the world of the 1960's is probably

beyond the most far-out dreams of economic and

social philosophers of three and four decades ago.

Would most administrators or boards of directors

of 30 to 40 years ago have serioxtsly considered an

economic projection for today based on atomic

energy, space flight, TV, and many other develop-

ments playing a key role in economic activity?

Such common economic magnitudes as the gross

national product or the national debt probably

would have been considered astronomical some

three to four decades back. Recent surveys of

major manufacturing firms indicate that about

one-fourth of their 1962 sales were new com-

modities not in production just 10 years ago.

Technically feasible developments in energy

production, construction, food preservation and
preparation, and other areas indicate the al-

most fantastic new possibilities already on the

horizon.

Few attempts have been made to develop a theo-

retical and empirical framework in which to

explain and measure the influence of factors con-

tributing to population growth. Population pro-

jections are usually based largely on past trends

and judgments regarding future trends in mortal-

ity and fertility rates. Likewise, trends in labor

force participation, hours worked, and productiv-

ity usually provide the basis for projecting poten-

tial economic growth. Estimates of the propensity

to consume, investment multiplier, marginal pro-

ductivity of capital and labor, etc., are usually

based on relationships in recent years. These pro-

vide a rough basis for projecting total consump-

tion, investment, capital requirements, labor in-

puts, and output for the major sectors of the

economy.

Appraisals for a major sector such as agricul-

ture often attempt a general price equilibrium

framework integrating demand, the supply

response, and prices. Although considerable re-

search has been done on the measurement of de-

mand for farm products, there are no complete

analytical frameworks. For most industries or

economic sectors, our tools of analysis are probably

weakest in the area of producer response to prices

and economic programs. Because of these and

other gaps, economic projections must rely on

empirical analyses for major commodities and

sectors as well as the judgment of experienced

specialists.

Review of Recent Economic Projections

Some of the better known studies include Re-

sources for Freedom., published by the President's

Materials Policy Commission ("Paley report"

after its Chairman, William S. Paley), 1952; and
America's Needs And Resources, a Twentieth

Century Fund Study published in 1955. More re-

cently a series of reports has been issued by the

Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commis-
sion, covering virtually the whole gamut of eco-

nomic projections. This Commission reported to

Congress in January 1962. Resources for the Fu-

ture, Inc., also has recently published a number of

major studies, results of which are summarized in

Resources in America's Future, by Hans IT. Lands-

berg, Leonard L. Fischman, and Joseph L. Fisher.

In addition to these general studies, many others

have been prepared for sectors or industries, such

as the Timber Resources Review by the Forest

Service, 1958.
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This section is primarily a review of Resources

in America's Future. In connection with the re-

view, comparisons are made with recent similar

studies.

It is relatively easy to point out the many limita-

tions of such economic projections and to take issue

with methodology and projected results. How-
ever, many of the major conclusions of the study

appear reasonable, though possible variations in

projected results make unequivocal conclusions and

policy implications difficult. Possibly the first

major question raised by the study is, "was such a

big undertaking worth while J" The report states

that "to predict what will happen in the next 40

years is a feat beyond the powers of social science"

(p. 17). The major conclusions reached in the

study (p. 53) could have been reached on the basis

of much less projected detail. The very long-run

policy recommendations often bear virtually no

discernible relationship to such details as projected

purchases of autos, military aircraft, electric

ranges, styrene moldings, etc., some of which may
not be in use 40 to 50 years hence.

After the "Study in Brief," covering some 68

pages in this large book, chapter 1 deals with

basic economic patterns. New population projec-

tions seem to be primarily a shuffling of some ma-

jor assumptions used in Census Bureau projections.

The labor force projection is based on the usual

technique—trends in age-sex participation rates

applied to corresponding groups in the projected

population. The employment level and rate of un-

employment were assumed. It is interesting to

note that such a detail as the number in the Armed
Forces is projected to the year 2000—low for low

economic growth and high for high economic

growth.

Apparently the gross national product is com-

puted directly from projected employment and

assumed trends in GNP per worker. The authors

state that recent experience, "carefully inter-

preted," does not suggest radical reduction in

hours worked per week and in weeks worked per

year. This conclusion may largely account for a

comparatively high gross product per worker.

Nevertheless, the medium projection of the gross

national product is reasonable compared with re-

sults based on different techniques. The authors

state that "the pace of man's social and economic

evolution—even when it seems to falter—has come

to resemble the compound interest curve" (p. 60).

But this stability is considered a hazard because

of background data available for only a couple of

past decades. The observed stability in growth

of some major economic variables is convenient.

But it is largely a crutch which tells us little about

the inner workings of cause and effect. Unfor-

tunately we come out about where Mark Twain
did in his comment on projections

:

1

In the space of one hundred and seventy-six years the

Lower Mississippi has shortened itself two hundred

and forty-two miles. That is an average of a

trifle over one mile and a third per year. Therefore,

any calm person, who is not blind or idiotic, can see

that in the Old Oolitic Silurian Period, just a million

years ago next November, the Lower Mississippi River

was upward of one million three hundred thousand

miles long, and stuck out over the Gulf of Mexico like

a lishing-rod. And by the same token any person can

see that seven hundred and forty-two years from now
the Lower Mississippi will be only a mile and three-

quarters long, and Cairo and New Orleans will have

joined their streets together, and be plodding com-

fortably along under a single mayor and a mutual

board of aldermen. There is something fascinating

about science. One gets such wholesale returns of

conjecture out of such a trifling investment of fact.

Economic methodology relies heavily on growth

trends, as indicated earlier, but results become very

thin for the tremendous projected detail produced

in this volume. For example, appendix tables Al-
29 and A 1-30 contain 22 pages of data showing
low, medium, and high projections for all princi-

pal components of the industrial production

index. The report includes a mass of projected

results as well as background data available in

other publications. In addition to abundant

statistics, it includes extensive notes and cross-

references rather artistically deployed on 1,017

two-column pages. Similar criticism might be

leveled at many economic projections. The econ-

omist is often forced into more detail than is justi-

fied by available techniques and more detail than

can be related to the problem.

The chapter on food is very general and con-

cerns itself little with the nature of the demand
for food. Projections of per capita consumption

are based on past trends. Very few projections

have been attempted in such detail for such a pe-

riod into the future. In any event, it would be

difficult to take issue with specific projections and

give persuasive reasons for differences. The cal-

1 Mark Twain, "Life on the Mississippi," The Family

}fark Twain, Harper & Brothers, New York, p. 86.
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orie intake looks reasonable, as do pounds of food

consumed per person. Recent trends and some
analyses for the future suggest that the medium
projection of per capita consumption of lamb and
possibly of pork and eggs may be a little high. On
the other hand, the projection for wheat appears

comparatively low.

The chapter on crops is concerned primarily

with feed grains, wheat, soybeans, and cotton.

Much of the discussion centers about feeding rates

and the demand for feed. The authors conclude

that "continued rapid advance in animal hus-

bandry is in prospect" ( p. 236 ) . Accordingly they

project substantial gains in "feeding efficiency"

under medium-level economic conditions. There

are a number of difficult statistical and conceptual

problems in projecting feeding rates and feeding

efficiency. Undoubtedly, feeding efficiency has

improved materially in recent years, but feeding

rates have increased substantially. It is quite pos-

sible, even with rapid technological developments,

that relative feed supplies and prices may result

in continued heavy feeding of livestock. This

would seem logically consistent with prospects for I

a sizable surplus of cropland. The net effect

could mean actual feeding rates closer to the "low

efficiency" projections and thus to higher require-

ments for feed.

The appendix to the chapter on crops consists

of some 25 pages, mostly of statistics relating to I

livestock units and feed. In addition to back-

ground data, five projected levels of demand and

feed use are attempted—a Low-low, High-low,

Medium, Low-high, and High-high. In view of

the crude data and tools of analysis, differentia-

tion between these five projected levels is indeed

a heroic effort.

A shortage of forest products is projected by

the authors with apparently little reservation

(p. 46). They anticipate a sharp step-up in de-

mand, starting in the relatively near future, and

eventually heavy pressures on U.S. forest resources

(p. 257). Undoubtedly, there will be a substan-

tial expansion in the demand for new construction,

containers, paper, and other products now using

timber resources. Nevertheless, it is quite easy

to justify projections of only moderate increases

in the next few decades in demand for timber, par-

ticularly if prices of forest products should rise

in relation to prices of other materials. Rising

costs associated with the use of lumber, changes

in architectural design of housing, the trend
toward multiunit construction, and generally in-

creased use of competitive materials will probably
continue to limit the demand for lumber.

Better management practices, improved disease

and insect control, and possible developments in

forest genetics are expected to improve net annual
growth in timber supplies. Technological de-

velopments effecting more efficient use of smaller

logs and increased use of the more plentiful hard-

woods will help to extend the annual supply of
timber. In addition, if substantial pressure de-

velops, potential supplies from imports are

relatively large. A case can be made for no
substantial worsening in the general utilization-

supply balance for timber during the next few
decades.

'"Adequacy of the Resource Base," Part III, in-

cludes a chapter on land drawn primarily from
Land for the Future, by Marion Clawson, R. Bur-
nell Held, and Charles H. Stoddard, 1960. They
conclude that there will be a surplus of cropland

during much of the projection period, but only

if we get continued substantial improvements
in yields. Looking ahead to 1980, the authors see

a surplus of cropland of perhaps as much as 25

to 30 million acres, but more likely less than this.

Surplus cropland through 1980 is sufficiently large

to permit expansion in other uses, particularly

recreational uses of land. Prospects for the year

2000, on the other hand, point to a net deficit of

possibly 50 million acres. In addition to the need

for more cropland, substantial expansion in

recreation and other nonagricultural uses is

projected.

As the economy grows over the next 40 to 50

years, surely some increase in pressures on the

fixed land base would be likely, particularly under

the technology of today. However, an indicated

shortfall of 50 million acres out of a total of some

1.9 billion acres, in view of all the uncertainties,

hardly points conclusively to a serious situation

and the immediate need for greatly accelerated

programs. An examination of trends of recent

years and a knowledge of the past also would sug-

gest the need for conservation in the use of our

exhaustible resources as well as the need for con-

tinued improvement in crop yields, management

of range and forest resources, and technology af-

fecting the use of wood products and substitute

materials.
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Comparisons Based on Recent Studies

As indicated earlier, many groups and organiza-

tions are in the business of economic projections.

Among the recent monumental works are the re-

ports of the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review

Commission. This Commission was charged with

the responsibility of determining recreational

needs of the American people in 197G and 2000,

recreational resources available, and policies and

programs to meet those needs. In addition to many
stall' reports, the Commission obtained special re-

ports from public agencies, universities, research

organizations, and individual authorities. There

were some 27 ORRRC study reports containing, by

rough count, nearly 5,000 pages. Most of these

reports were concerned, at least in part, with eco-

nomic projections. Study Report No. 23, "Projec-

tions to the Years 197G and 2000: Economic

Growth, Population, Labor Force and Leisure, and

Transportation," seems to contain both staff re-

ports and reports of the National Planning Associ-

ation in part covering the same ground.

A sample of results of some recent economic

projection studies was brought together for com-

parison (table 1) . Projections for a few important

economic variables point out the similarities, par-

ticularly in projections for some two to five decades

into the future. Virtually all population projec-

tions began with basic Census Bureau projections,

but there are some differences in the choice of basic

assumptions and in the projected range. Observa-

Table 1.

—

Population and general economic growth, i960 and projections for 1976, 1980, and 2000

Item 1960
Projected

l\)io

(medium) (medium)
ZUUU

(medium)

Population (million):

RFF 1 2 179. 9
180. 7
180. 7

180. 7
3 179. 9
180. 7
180. 7

« 72. 8
» 72. 8
72. 8
72. 8
73. 1

3 68. 9
2 68. 9
» 68. 9
» 68. 9
69. 2
69. 2

504
504
504
504
504
504

» 230
231
240
235
230

3 236
236

• 96
95. 3
96. 2

245 331
351
350
380
356
358
358

142
142
142

ORRRC *

NPA *

BDSA «...
FS '

ERS • _ 254
254

102

Census Bureau

Labor force (million):

RFF 1

ORRRC *

NPA 5 .

BDSA 8

ERS » 3 97

3 93
89. 1

92. 4

83. 5
89

« 93

» 910

104

98

147

137
Employment (million):

RFF «...

ORRRC 1

NPA « 137
131
137
141

2, 200

BDSA •

FS »

ERS 8 100

1,060
Gross national product (billion 1000 dollars):

RFF 1

ORRRC «...
NPA » 1, 035

870
890

3 938

2, 039
2, 070
2, 061
2, 175

BDSA 8

FS »

ERS » 1, 068

1 Resources in America's Future, Resources for the Future,
Inc., 1962, p. 517.

3 In 4S States (excluding Alaska and Hawaii).
» Interpolated for 1976 between 1970 and 1980.
* Projections to the Years 1976 and 2000, Outdoor Recrea-

tion Resources Review Commission, Study Report No. 23.
5 National Planning Commission studies included in

ORRRC Study Report No. 23.

8 Business and Defense Services Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce, Construction Review, Vol. 7,

No. 9, 1961.
7 Preliminary Forest Service projections, 1963.
8 Notes and Assumptions for Illustrative Projections,

ERS.
• Select Committee on National Water Resources, U.S

Senate CoiimiitU-o Print No. 5, 1960.
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tions during the postwar years suggest that the

"time of setting" the population assumption may
have as much influence on the choice of level as the

logic of selecting among alternative assumptions.

Labor force projections were usually based on

labor force participation rates in the major age-

sex groups of the population. Although consider-

able variation might be introduced, projected re-

sults are very similar. Note the similarities among
the studies in projected employment and gross na-

tional product. There are a number of differences

in detail among these studies. But the results are

not significantly different for most purposes. Some
of them, as indicated, are elaborate published re-

ports based on the work of a large research staff.

Other studies, similar though less detailed, were

prepared in a short time by small staffs.

Another example of similar projected results

was reported in a recent issue of the Washington

Post.2 This article reported on a study of Metro-

politan Washington's prospective growth prepared

by Economic Associates (Ecasso) for the National

Capital Transportation Agency. The author of

the news article points out that the findings of

that study largely agree with (1) a study done by

CEIR Inc., as a part of the 1959 Mass Transporta-

tion Survey; (2) work done by the National Capi-

tal Planning Commission for its Year 2000 Plan

;

(3) the Potomac Eiver Basin Study of the Army
Corps of Engineers; and (4) other similar reports.

General Purpose Projections for Resource

Development Studies: a Proposal

A review of general economic projections points

up the similarity of results and the oversimplified

methodology necessary in long-run appraisals.

Detailed projected views of an unknown future

have a limited use as an aid in policy formulation

and other long-run decisions. Nevertheless, deci-

sions of this type will continue to be made and

projections of economic growth will be employed

extensively. This widespread need for economic

projections multiplies the possibility of unnec-

essary duplication of effort. In addition to staff

research, Government agencies also contract with

research organizations for long-run appraisals in

connection with resource development projects.

2 The Washington Post, Aus. 18, 1903, "Area Population

of 5 Million Predicted by Year 2000," a news article by

Jack Eisen.

Such studies are seldom completely independent

jobs. They are often based in large part on Gov-

ernment projections of population or economic

growth. Moreover, the contracting agencies must

check the reasonableness of projected results.

With several agencies involved in nationwide

programs of resource development and extensive

private contracting, the number of economic pro-

jections could quickly proliferate. The advantages

of a uniform general economic projection frame-

work, which might be made a part of cooperative

agreements or private contracts, is obvious from
the standpoint of cost, efficiency in comparing al-

ternative projects, supervision, and the saving of

time. Accordingly, an effort was made to develop

such a general-purpose economic projection. A
report of the essential assumptions, methodology,

and main facets of such a projection for the gen-

eral economy was prepared at the request of the

Economic Task Group of the Interim Water
Resources Council.3

Very briefty the report concludes that population

and the economy will continue to grow in the next

four or five decades—probably much as it has in

recent decades. A growing and increasingly pros-

perous population expands the demand for con-

sumer goods and services, both private and public,

as well as business demand for supporting capital

goods. The medium-level projections show a

population increase of about 40 percent in two

decades. The gross national product approxi-

mately doubles and per capita output increases

about 50 percent in two decades.4

Major Assumptions

Population (P) projections for this appraisal

are given in table 2. They were based on Census

Bureau projections extended to 2000. The higher

level is the Census Bureau No. II projection which,

among other things, assumes that fertility rates

will continue around the 1955-57 average until

3 This group includes representatives of L'SDA, Depart-

ment of the Army, Department of the Interior, and De-

partment of Health, Education, and "Welfare.

* Complete results of this appraisal can be made avail-

able on request. The study projects for three economic

levels the GXP, employment, hours worked per man-year,

total hours worked, output per man-hour, and output per

man for agriculture, the private nonfarm sector, the

Government sector, and the total economy to the year 2020.
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around 1980, then decline to the level of about

1919-51. The lower figure is the Census No. Ill

projection, preferred by some analysts, which as-

sumes that fertility rates would decline gradually

to i he levels existing in 1940-42.

The labor force (F) follows very closely popu-

lation growth. However, there are a number of

pronounced trends in labor force participation by

age and sex groups of the population—toward

more women workers, toward fewer workers in

the lower age groups, and toward more workers

in the higher age groups. These trends result in

the labor force making up a fairly stable percent-

age of the population (table 2)

.

Employment (L) will rellect, among other

things, the rate of expansion in economic activity,

t rends in hours worked per man, productivity

trends, and the size of the labor force. Accord-

ingly, unemployment rates may vary secularly

over time as well as cyclically with short-run vari-

ation in economic activity. However, with the

simple analytical frameworks used for long-run

projections, unemployment levels are generally

specified by assumption. In general, the projec-

tions assume relat ively high employment rates ; the

low projection assumes unemployment at 5y2 per-

cent of the labor force, the high 3% percent, and
the middle projection iy2 percent.

Hours worked per man (W) reflect the trend

toward more and longer vacations as well as the

gradual downtrend in the length of the workweek.
For the economy as a whole, average hours worked
per man declined at a rate of 0.6 percent per year

from 1940 to 1960. For the period 1960 to 1980.

the downtrend was assumed at 0.5 percent per

year and for the period beyond, around 0.4 percent

per year. These projections need not imply a

workweek shoi-ter than 30 to 35 hours.

Productivity (/?) trends are among the most

steady and persistent trends observed in the econ-

omy. Output per man-hour or per man is the most

convenient and widely used measure of "produc-

tivity," loosely defined. Obviously, output per

man-hour does not measure the contribution of

labor only. The uptrend in output per man-hour,

particularly since the 1930's, has reflected a very

rapid rise in productivity in agriculture. Trends

assumed in this study are directly related to the

trends of the past two decades. Specific assump-

tions for the private nonfarm sector, agriculture,

and the total economy are shown in table 3.

Table 2.

—

Population and labor force, selected

years, 191fi to 1960 and projections to 1980 and
2000

Year Population 1 Labor force 3

.1/ illion .Million

1940 132. 1 56. 2
1950 151. 7 64. 7

1960 ' 180. 7 73. 1

Project ed :

3

1980:
Low 247 101
Medium 254 104
High 2G1 10S

2000:
Low 333 136
Medium 358 147
High 384 159

1 Projections based on Illustrative Projections of The
Population of the U.S. by Age and Sex: 1960 to 1980,
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Series P-25, No. 187, November 1958; and Population
Projections and Economic Assumptions, Senate Select

Committee on National Water Resources, Committee
Print No. 5, March 1960.

2 Based on population growth and labor force partici-

pation rates by sex and age groups to 1980 and labor
force as a percent of population for 2000.

3 Includes Alaska and Hawaii.

Table 3.

—

Productivity trends and assumptions

:

Annual increase in output per man-hour

Private Agricul- Total
Period nonfarm ture 1 economy

Percent Percent Percent
1940 to 1961 2. 35 4. 74 2. 62
1950 to 1961 2. 44 5. 68 2. 60
1956 to 1961 2. 06 4. 94 2. 24
Projected:

1960 to 1980:
Low 2. 1 4 6 2. 3
Medium 2. 3 5. 2. 5
High 2. 5 5. 4 2. 7

1980 to 2000:
Low 2. 1 3. 3 2. 2
Medium 2. 3 3. 4 2. 4
High 2. 5 3. 5 2. 6

1 Recent rapid increases in output per man-hour in
agriculture were extended until they approached and
blended into productivity rates for the nonfarm sector
around 1990.

Projection Framework

The projected GXP (Y) is the product of em-

ployment, hours worked, and productivity (Y=
LWR). Such projections were built up by major

sectors of the economy. Output of farm products

reflects primarily the growth in popidation and the

demand for farm products. The moderate in-
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crease in projected demand for farm products and

the continued rise in inputs of machinery, equip-

ment, fertilizer, and other nonfarm goods and

services results in a relatively slow growth in the

net contribution of agriculture—about 1*4 per-

cent per year. Given this rise in the gross product

of agriculture (Ya ), together with output per

man-hour and hours worked per man, it is pos-

sible to compute total hours worked and employ-

ment in agriculture.

jf=L aWa and ^^a =L a

The Government gross product (Yg ) reflects the

assumption that employment in the Government

sector would rise at the same rate as total employ-

ment for the economy. Employment determined

accordingly, together with productivity and hours

worked, determines the Government gross national

product (Yg ).

The private nonfarm gross product (Y„) was
computed also from projected private nonfarm
employment, hours worked, and productivity.

Private nonfarm employment is determined as the

difference between total employment and projected

employment in the agricultural and the Govern-

ment sectors.

L„=L-{L a+Lg )

This and the projected increase in hours worked
(W„) and productivity (R„) determine the poten-

tial nonfarm gross product.

The gross national product is a comprehensive

measure of the economy's output of all goods and
services. In 1960 it was more than twice the out-

put in 1940. Major elements in projected growth
are compared, on the basis of rates of change, with

changes in the past two decades (table 4). Me-
dium growth assumptions result in a growth in

GNP of about 3.8 percent per year in the next two
decades from 1959-61 when unemployment was
relatively high. The same assumptions result in

annual growth around 3.6 percent for the period

1980 to 2000 (table 5).

Spending Pattern and Capital Requirements

The gross output projection was roughly split

into major expenditures and investment rates. For
this purpose the analytical framework reflected

relationships of recent years and the economy's

legal and institutional framework. These, of

Table 4.

—
Output, employment, and productivity

:

Projected medium annual growth rates for
selected periods

Item 1940 to 1960 to 1980 to
1960 1980 1 2000

Percent Percent Percent
Gross national product 3. 87 3. 85 3. 62

Employment _ 1. 84 1. 87 1. 73
Hours worked per man.. -. 61 -. 50 -. 43
Total hours worked 1. 19 1. 28 1. 26
Output per man hour 2. 65 2. 54 2. 33

1 The base year is the 1959-61 average. Unemployment
averaged 5.7 percent of the labor force in this period, while
projected rates assume unemployment at 4}i percent.
This accounts for the relatively high projected growth in

employment and the gross national product from 1960 to
1980.

Table 5.

—

Gross national product, population, em-
ployment, and productivity, 1959-61 and pro-

jections to WOO 1

[Gross national product in 1954 dollars]

Item
Average
1959-61

Medium-level
projection

1980 2000

Population
Labor force

Employment
Unemployment

MiL.
.do
.do
.do

180. 8
73. 1

68. 9

4 2

254.

104. 5
99. 8
4. 7

358.

147. 3
140. 6

6. 9

Gross national product. _.

Private nonfarm
Agriculture
Government

...BiL-
_do
.do
.do

438. 9
382. 6
21. 6
34. 7

934
836
27
71

1, 901
1, 722

35
144

Gross product per capita. __Dol__ 2, 428 3, 677 5, 310

1 The GNP projections can be converted to approximate
1962 prices by applying the following price level adjust-
ment: Total GNPX 1.174; private nonfarm X 1.156;
agriculture X 0.960; and Government X 1.479.

course, could change materially in a period of 40

to 50 years. Consumption (C) was defined for

this purpose to include consumer expenditures as

well as all Government expenditures other than

those for construction. Similarly, investment

(I) includes private domestic investment and Gov-

ernment expenditures for public construction.

Such grouping avoids the determination of "pri-

vate and public" consumption and investment.

Data fitted for the years 1947 to 1961 indicated

an overall consumption function around 0.8, a

gross savings rate of 0.2, and an investment multi-

plier around 5.0. Because of difficulties in defin-
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ing Government investment, the consumption

function and investment multiplier may be some-

what overstated.

Y=C+I

C=a+bY

Y= 25.2 + 5.2/ r„=0.84

And

#=4.83+0.8087

/= -4.83+0.192F*

Consumption and investment spending, projected

on the basis of the above relationship, results in

annual gross savings and investment spending ac-

counting for nearly one-fifth of total annual out-

put (table 6).

Capital Requirements

Approximations of stocks of fixed capital have

been made on the basis of estimated economic serv-

ice life of assets and annual new investment. The
"gross stocks concept" used assumes some accelera-

tion in depreciation of the service life of plant and

equipment. 3 A product ion function for the private

nonfarm sector, approximated on the basis of re-

lationships in the postwar years, shows an index

of technological change (A) which rises nearly iy2
percent per year during the 1946-61 period. 6 Pro-

duction elasticities were assumed at 0.3 for capital

and 0.7 for labor. The following relationship ex-

presses output as a function of capital and labor

inputs shifted upward by technological change:

0=AKkLw
, where k= 0.3 and w= 0.7

Capital growth in the private nonfarm sector

implied by the above production function would

rise around 4*4 percent per year. Accordingly,

projected gross stocks of fixed capital rise to a level

'Survey of Current Business, November 19G2, p. 11.

" R. M. Solow, "Technical Change and The Aggregate
Production Function," Rev. Econ. and Statis., Vol. 39,

No. 3, August 1957, p. 313.

Table 6.

—

Consumption and investment, 1959-61

average and projections to 2000

[Billions of 1954 dollars!

Item
1959-61
average

Mediu
proje

1980

D level

ction

2000

Gross national product
Consumption, total 1

Investment, total 2

438. 9
364. 4
74 5

934
760
174

1, 901
1, 541
360

1 Consumption, both private and public.
1 Investment includes gross private domestic, net foreign

investment, and public construction.

in 1980 nearly 2i/
2 times the 1959-61 average. This

increase in investment and a rise of around 40

percent in labor input, in the above framework,

would be roughly consistent with an annual gross

product by 1980 a little more than twice the 1959-

61 average.

Much of the gain in labor productivity in agri-

culture reflects increased capital inputs and tech-

nological developments. An index of technologi-

cal change (A a ), computed by the same technique

used for the nonfarm sector, increased about 90

percent, or about 4.4 percent per year, from 1946 to

1961. 7 A production function similar to that used

for the nonfarm sector was assumed as a basis for

appraising possible changes in capital require-

ments in agriculture.

Oa=A aKa
kJJaw , where &=0.2 and w= 0.8

These relationships, together with projected de-

mand, output per man-hour, and technological

change, suggest that total capital needs in agricul-

ture could decline somewhat, though average in-

vestment per farm is expected to continue to rise.

A further decline in the number of farms and the

possibility of land diversion to other uses should

step up efficiency in the use of labor and capital.

7 See also C. A. Chandler, "The Relative Contributions

of Capital Intensity and Productivity to Changes in Out-

put and Income in the U.S. Economy," Jour. Farm Eeon.,

Vol. 44, No. 2, May 1962, p. 340, and L. B. Lave, "Empirical

Estimates of Technological Change in United States Agri-

culture, 1850-1958,'' Jour. Farm Econ., Vol. 44, No. 4,

November 1962, p. 944.
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A Model for Selecting Minimum Cost Combinations of

Automatic Data Processing Equipment

By Martin E. Abel and Hyman Weingarten

The practical problem of getting computational

work done at the lowest cost subject to certain spec-

ifications interests many people. This paper

presents a decision model which will enable them

to choose, from among the alternatives available, the

combination of computing equipment that mini-

mizes computing costs for a given amount and

composition of work. This model, together with

other considerations, can provide a systematic basis

for selecting a machine complex for a data process-

ing installation. The model is useful also in

deciding whether to change a machine complex as a

result of changes in the workload or the availability

of improved equipment. The authors are indebted

to Lee M. Day and Burton French of Farm Produc-

tion Economics Division, Economic Research Service,

for helpful suggestions in the preparation of this

paper.

THE ADVENT of electronic data-processing

equipment has revolutionized our thinking

about the number and variety of quantitative prob-

lems that can be solved. Problems that once took

weeks, months, or years to solve can now be solved

in seconds, minutes, or hours. Further, this equip-

ment makes possible a higher degree of accuracy

in computations.

There has been a veritable explosion in the sales

of electronic data-processing equipment in recent

years. Many valid reasons lie behind this enor-

mous increase in sales. Greater efficiency and
economies in numerous computational operations

have been achieved. But many purchasers of

these machines also have found that owning com-

puting equipment is more costly than they ex-

pected, because "instant decision making, major

cutbacks in personnel and programming for the

layman are at present and for the next few years,

fanciful pipedreams. . . . Overbuying . . . has

become increasingly common. The additional

cost for faster, larger memories, added tape drives,

and other peripheral equipment may not seem

significant at the time of contract signing.

. . . However, much of this added potential may,

in fact, be outdated and uneconomical when the

organization eventually finds adequate use for it

and, of course, initial problems and cost of in-

stallation are magnified." 1

The Cost Problem

The cost of getting a data-processing job done

has many dimensions. An obvious one is the dol-

lar price that must be paid for the computational

work. However, at times other factors may be

more important than the dollar cost. Among
these factors are (1) accuracy of computations

and (2) computational time. For example, ac-

curacy and speed in data processing are of para-

mount importance to a space program concerned

with orbiting a man about the earth. Voluminous

amounts of data must be accurately processed in

seconds or minutes so that the results can be used

to make critical decisions that may determine

the success or failure of the venture. In this in-

stance, technical considerations override cost.

On the other hand, many computations do not

have such "critical" requirements. In economic

research, for example, many computations can be

done on a desk calculator or a small electronic com-

puter within the desired time and accuracy limits.

The direct dollar costs of computations are of

major importance here.

A Simple Case

Selecting the minimum cost method of data proc-

essing may be a simple task for an organization

which is concerned with relatively few types of

problems. When the workload is homogeneous,

only a few alternative computing methods would

have to be considered.

We have illustrated graphically a simple cost

minimization problem. A schedule showing how
the hypothetical computational cost per problem

1 Datamation, Vol. 0. No. 2. February 1963, pp. 25-26.
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COMPUTING COSTS BY ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Hypothetical Cost for Problems of Varying Size

COST PER PROBLEM

Method A
/ Method cJ

Method B / /

() A B C

PROBLEM SIZE

Figure 1

FlGI BE -

varies with t lie size of the problem is presented in

figure 1 for each of three different computing

methods. For problems that fall in the size range

from to A, method A is the cheapest ; for prob-

lems whose size is between A and B, we would

select method B; and for problems larger than

size B, we would select method C.

To be more specific, we estimated the actual cost

of computing regression problems by a desk calcu-

lator and a medium-size electronic computer. We
fixed the number of observations in each problem

at 25 and designated problem size by the number
of variables. Estimated cost schedules are pre-

sented in figure 2. The cost curves labeled "A" for

both calculator and electronic computer represent

the estimated costs of getting all relevant coefficient

estimates. The curves labeled '*B" cover costs that

include additional calculations for residuals, esti-

mated values, and a test for serial correlation—in-

formation obtained from the same basic data. For

the A situation it would be cheapest to compute

problems of two and three variables on a desk

calculator and larger problems on the electronic

computer. However, when the additional compu-

tations are added to each problem under the B
condition, this illustration suggests that it would

pay to compute only two-variable problems on a

desk calculator.

For the sake of simplicity, we used only the num-

ber of variables to indicate problem size. Actu-

ally, the number of observations is another dimen-

sion that would determine the size of the, problem.

Our analysis could be extended to a family of

curves which represent alternative combinations

of numbers of observations and variables.

When the total computational workload, the

variety of problems, and the number of alternat i ve

computing methods are small, a series of graphic

analyses is a useful approach to determining the

minimum cost combination of computing methods.

A Complex Case

The cost minimization problem becomes complex

when an organization has many different types of

computing problems. This great variety forces us

to consider a larger number of alternative methods

of computation. In this situation, graphic analy-

sis is a laborious way to get the cost minimization

solution. A more systematic approach is desir-

able. Such an approach is discussed in the next

section.

A Decision Model

We now turn to a more formal decision model

that Avould assist administrators or management
personnel to answer such questions as : (1) Given a

number of problems, what is the cheapest way to

get the computational job done? (2) Is it desir-

able for an organization to own at least some of the

necessary pieces of computing equipment and if

so, what pieces should it. purchase? (3) How
much of a change in the volume or composition of

the computational problems is required before it is

profitable to change from one machine complex to

another? (4) If new equipment becomes avail-

able, would its adoption reduce computational

costs? A model that provides answers to all of

these questions can be used on a continuing basis.

COST OF COMPUTING REGRESSION PROBLEMS
Desk Calculator and Medium Size Computer*

ST PER PROBLEM ($)

I

y
- Computer (B).

Computer (A)A
Calculator IB)^

Calculator (A)—

2 3 4 5 6 7
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Appropriately modified, such a model can also be

used by many organizations.

Four sets of data are needed to determine the

minimum cost equipment complex for a given to-

tal computing job. It is necessary to know (1) the

different computing machines and corresponding

machine programs that are available; (2) the

number and types of computational problems; (3)

the number of problems of each type that can be

done on each machine-program combination in

some time interval, say 1 hour; and (4) certain

costs for each machine, including: costs of pur-

chase, installation, and maintenance; costs of

training or retraining personnel in the operation

of equipment; costs of writing programs; and

costs incurred when the machines are actually op-

erating. With this information a formal model

can be constructed that will help to answer the four

questions posed above. Before proceeding to the

model, however, let us discuss each set of data in

more detail.

Machines and Programs

Computing equipment consists of the machines

and the appropriate programs. Programs are sets

of coded instructions designed to solve different

types of problems. We shall refer to each ma-

chine-program combination as a computing activ-

ity. There are many activities to be considered

because the number of both machines and programs

available is large.2

The total volume of work that can be done on

a given machine depends upon its technical (physi-

cal) capacity and output as well as the number
of programs available for it. If two machines, A
and B, have the same technical capacity and the

same initial and operating costs, but many more

programs are available for A, a larger number and

variety of problems can be processed on A than

on B. Thus, the capacity of A can be more effec-

tively utilized and the resulting total cost per prob-

lem will be lower for A than for B.

2 Electronic computers can be grouped by their capacity.

For simplicity, this paper is concerned only with 10K
and 2K capacity machines, where K represents 1,000 words

of addressable internal storage available. A listing of

manufacturers of various-sized computers is customarily

fovind in each November issue of Datamation. The most

recent listing is in Vol. 8, No. 11, November 1962, pp. 32-

40.

In a sense, programs are always available at a

price for any machine. Either the manufacturer

has them in his program library or they can be

written. However, available programs can gen-

erally be used free of charge and the only cost is

that of learning to use them. Programs that have

to be written represent an additional cost.

Beyond the computational activities, certain

other tasks must be done to prepare data for com-

putations and to translate the computations into

usable forms. These supplemental tasks (key-

punching, machine or manual verifying, machine

or manual sorting, collating, interpreting, repro-

ducing, tabulating, listing, card-to-tape and tape-

to-card conversions, and manual coding and decod-

ing) will, of course, enter into cost computations.

They are separate computational activities and

their cost will vary, depending on which of the

available methods is used.

Types of Computational Problems

Before we can enumerate the kinds of different

computational problems, we must define them. For

our purpose, we distinguish between method and

size of analysis. A particular problem is defined

by its method-size characteristics. As examples

of size characteristics, a 5-variable regression prob-

lem with 25 observations differs from a 5-variable

regression with 50 observations. Similarly, a 5-

variable regression with 25 observations is differ-

ent from a 3-variable regression with 25 observa-

tions.

Some.of the methods of analysis used in the U.S.

Department of Agriculture are

:

1. Begression analysis

2. Linear programming analysis

3. Simultaneous equation analysis

4. Input-output analysis

5. Seasonal variation analysis

6. Analysis of variance

In addition, there may be data reduction problems

involving simple arithmetic operations and the

tabulation and summarization of large volumes of

data.

The methods of analysis given above generally

involve more than one size dimension. For ex-

ample, in a limited-information, simultaneous

equation analysis there are three dimensions—the

number of equations, the number of variables, and

the number of observations. However, data re-
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duct ion problems have only one size dimension;

i.e., the volume of data to be processed.

Considerable reduction in the number of dif-

ferent types of problems used in the model can

be obt a ined by defining a problem over a size inter-

val. Setting up the intervals is a subjective mat-

ter. They should be chosen so that average values

can be used for them, with a probable error not

large enough to greatly affect the minimum cost

solution. Of course, the smaller the interval, the

more sensitive will be the allocation of problems

among computational methods.

Computational Efficiency

To determine computational costs it is impor-

tant to know the number of problems of each

type that can be computed per hour of machine

time for each computing activity. Similar data

are required also for supporting activities. In

this way we relate the technical computing

capacity of each machine to the amount of com-

puting work to be done. Stated another way,

given the number of problems, it is possible to

estimate the time required under each activity to

get the computing job done.

The required information on computational

speed is often provided by machine manufacturers.

Where it is not provided, the persons constructing

the decision model would have to estimate compu-

tational speed. Further, estimates of manual time

requirements for many of the supplemental activ-

ities would have to be made. It is our opinion

that the collection of accurate performance data

should be an integral function of any data-proc-

essing center.

Cost of Machine Operation

Two sets of cost calculations are relevant. The
first applies when computational services are pur-

chased; the second when an organization owns a

complex of computing equipment.

When computational services are purchased, the

lowest obtainable price per unit of time us*d for

each activity should be entered in the model.

Since each activity is associated with a particular

type of machine, the lowest, price available could

be chosen for each machine needed to complete a

computation. It may not be necessary to obtain

prices for each supplemental activity, since these

may be included in the price charged for the

computations.

The cost computations are considerably more

complicated when a complex of machines is owned

than when computational services are purchased.

We have to distinguish between two types of

cost

—

fixed and variable costs.

Fixed costs are those that are incurred in owning

a machine. They do not vary with the level of

machine use. They include (a) site preparation

and installation costs, (b) depreciation charges

based on the purchase price and estimated life of

the machine, (c) costs of training or retraining

personnel in the operation of the machine, and (d)

costs of writing programs for the machine if they

are not in the manufacturer's program library.

Variable costs are those incurred in the use of

a machine. They include the costs of power, main-

tenance, supplies such as cards, tapes, and listing

paper, as well as any portion of the salaries of

machine operators, clerical workers, and super-

visors that would vary with the level of machine

use. They include also any assistance given by

systems analysts and programmers in reviewing

the preparation of input data for machine

processing.

We are interested primarily in comparing ma-

chines on the basis of variable costs. However,

fixed costs cannot be ignored. Total fixed costs

may differ significantly among various complexes.

They are an important function of the extent to

which the computing capacity of a machine is uti-

lized. The greater the utilization of the machine,

the lower the fixed cost element in each problem.

This is because total fixed cost is divided among
more problems.

We want to minimize the total cost per problem

(the combined fixed and variable cost compo-

nents) . And we seek the equipment complex that

does this. For example, given a total computa-

tional workload, machine complex A may have

lower variable costs than complex B. However, if

complex A operates at a lower level of capacity

than B, its fixed cost factor may be sufficiently

large to cause the total cost per problem to be

greater for A than for B. For this reason, fixed

costs cannot be ignored in the decision model and

utilization of machine capacity is an important

consideration in many cost computations.
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Development of the Decision Model

Once the four sets of data just described have

been obtained, the minimum cost combination of

computing equipment can be determined. In this

paper the formal scheme used is the cost minimiza-

tion method in linear programming. The math-

ematical details of the problem are not presented.

The general approach is sketched in narrative

form. Those familiar with linear programming
will be able to translate the description of the so-

lution into a formal linear programming problem.

Those not familiar with linear programming
should be able to follow the general procedure out-

lined and see the nature of the decision model. 3

Having obtained data on the number of ma-

chines and programs available (computing ac-

tivities), the number and types of problems that

can be computed on each machine in a given time,

and the cost of operating each machine for the

same period of time, one would organize these

data in such a way as to provide the desired in-

formation. The problem can be formulated in

two stages. The first stage assumes that no com-

puting equipment is owned and all computational

services are purchased. A minimum cost solution

is obtained under this assumption. The second

stage assumes that a combination of computing

equipment is to be owned. The least cost com-

bination of all equipment available is determined. 4

The first stage of the minimum cost allocation

of problems among the computing methods is rela-

tively simple. Associated with each computing

activity are the hourly cost of the machine and

the number of problems of a specific type that can

3 There are many books on the subject of linear pro-

gramming. Two references are : Earl O. Heady and Wil-

fred Candler, Linear Programming Methods (Ames: The

Iowa State College Press, 1958), and Robert Dorfman,

Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow, Linear Pro-

graming and Economic Analysis (New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Co., Inc., 1958).
4 For those familiar with the cost minimization prob-

lem in linear programming, there are several ways in

which the minimum cost combinations of machines can

be obtained. One way is by use of an integer program

which restricts the solution to multiples of whole ma-

chines. Another way is to force different combinations

of machines into the solution by placing artificial prices

on these machines to get solutions in terms of whole

machines. We then compare the total cost of each com-

bination forced into the solution and select the minimum

cost combination.

be computed in 1 hour. Given the total number
of such problems that are to be solved, the amount
of time each machine would take can be deter-

mined. This time multiplied by the appropriate

price gives the cost for each machine. This pro-

cedure is then carried out for each specific type

of problem.

An organization might want to own a computer

complex even though it could get its work done

more cheaply by hiring computational services.

The convenience of having its own machines may
be worth something to the organization, though

it may not be able to attach a price to the factors

that determine convenience. The model is help-

ful in determining the total cost of this conveni-

ence. For the difference between the cost of

getting a given job done by renting computational

services and the cost of owning a given machine

complex represents the total convenience cost.

Although convenience factors may be subjec-

tive, knowing their total cost can be helpful in

deciding the degree of convenience that is worth

while.

Based on the first stage of the cost problem, some

machines can be ruled out as being too costly to

own. There may be several reasons : ( 1 ) Some ma-
chines may have so few programs available for

them that only a very small part of the total com-

puting job could be done on them. When the costs

of writing additional programs for these machines

are considered, it may be cheaper to use other ma-
chines for which programs exist. (2) Some ma-
chines would be the lowest cost method for only

a limited number of problems and, therefore, it.

would be cheaper to rent the services of the ma-

chines for those problems and own other machines

to do the rest of the computing job. These are

decisions made by the people who construct and

solve the model.

Having eliminated some machines as being too

costty to own, a machine complex that will get the

computing job done at minimum cost has to be

selected from those remaining. The possibility of

purchasing machine time for certain types of prob-

lems is still open. And, if a limited number of

these problems are the only ones for which a cer-

tain machine provides the lowest cost computa-

tions, these problems can be omitted and the mini-

mum cost solution is determined on the basis of

the remaining problems.
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The construction of the model would be a large

undertaking:. If it had no use except the selec-

tion of a computer complex for one organization

at one point in time, it might be doubt ful whether

all the work involved could be justified. Fortu-

nately, the model has man} additional uses that

plight justify its const ruction.

Continued Use of the Model

The model has many uses beyond that of select-

ing a minimum cost combination of computing:

machines for a single organization at one point

in time. With minor modifications, it can be used

by other organizations. Also, it can serve as a

model for deciding when it is profitable to change

a given computer complex. Such changes would

stem from (a) the availability of new machines

that have a cost advantage over existing machines

for the type of work done, and (b) a change in the

total level and composition of the computational

work.

The electronic computer industry is a techno-

logically dynamic one. New machines and pro-

grams are being developed at a very rapid rate.

To keep abreast of these developments and to in-

sure that the computing job is done at minimum

cost, new machines or machine-program combina-

tions that become available are added to the de-

cision model as new computing activities. The

number of problems of each type that can be com-

puted on each new machine and the cost of opera-

tion would have to be known before purchase of a

new machine could be considered. Given these

data one can compare each new machine with exist-

ing: equipment and decide whether or not it would

be advantageous to buy new equipment. 5

The total volume and composition of computa-

tational problems may also change sufficiently to

warrant a change in the computer complex. An
increase in volume of work might require merely

expanding the number of machines of the type

presently used. Or a change in composition of

5 For discussion of a method for deciding whether it

pays to retain or replace a piece of ecpuipnient, see Glenn L.

Johnson, "Supply Function—Some Facts and Notions,"

Agricultural Adjustment Problems in a Growing Economy,

ed. by B. O. Heady et al. (Iowa State College Press, Ames,

1958), pp. 74-93; and Clark Edwards, "Resource Fixity

and Farm Organization," Jour. Farm Econ., Vol. 41, No. 4,

November 1959, pp. 747-759.

problems might involve a change in the type of

machines used. Further, projected levels and com-

position of the workload can be analyzed within

the framework of the model. Because of expected

growth in the volume of work, an organization

might want to consider investing in a computer

complex with a capacity beyond current needs. It

could project the total workload to levels and com-

position that would require a larger computing

capacity, and then consult the model to decide

whether or not the investment is justified.

An Illustration of Model Construction

Sufficient data to construct and solve a complete

model of the type described were not available to

the authors. In what follows the limited data

available are used to illustrate the construction

of the model. The data are estimates based largely

on experience in the Economic Research Service.

The reader is cautioned that much of the data are

necessarily crude estimates because of limited ex-

perience. We cannot emphasize too strongly the

need to collect accurate data on a continuing basis

because the answers obtained from the decision

model are only as good as the data employed in

the model.

The basic data used in our illustration are sum-

marized in table 1. These data refer to three com-

puting methods (a 10K machine, a 2K machine,

and a desk calculator) and three selected types of

problems (regression, linear programming, and
seasonal analysis) . We use this informal ion to ob-

tain the minimum cost solution for a specified

total workload. The data in table 1 plus the as-

sumed workload are presented in table 2, a format

that facilitates cost calculations by the method of

linear programming.

At the top of table 2 we have listed the three

computing machines and the estimated hourly cost

of each. We assume that all computational serv-

ices are purchased. In addition, we list a data

preparation activity and its hourly cost. For the

10K and 2K machines, est imates of computal ional

time are based on specific programs. On the

right-hand side of the table we list an assumed

workload for which we want to obtain the mini-

mum cost combination of computing activities.

This workload consists of 200 five- variable regres-

sion problems. 4 size groups of linear program-
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Table 1.

—

Estimated hourly machine costs, computing rates, and data preparation requirements for
S kinds of equipment and 3 selected types of problems

Types of problems

Number of problems that can
be computed per hour

10K
machine 1

($225 per
hour)

2K
machine 1

($30 per
hour)

Desk
calculator
($2.50 per
hour)

Data preparation time
($5 per hour) for

each hour of machine
time

10K
machine 1

Regression problems (5 variables, 25 observations)

:

Several problems computed from 1 basic set of data
Each problem prepared and processed separately

Linear programming problems:
5 rows, 10 columns
25 rows, 45 columns
100 rows, 500 columns
200 rows, 1,000 columns

Seasonal analyses (12 years, 144 observations)

Problems
200

120
20
4
1. 5

30

Problems
8
5

12
1. 333

. 025

Problems Hours
50

0. 105

. 125

125

120
80
60
90
30

1 if =1,000 words of addressable internal storage capacity.

ming problems containing 120, 20, 4, and 3 prob-

lems, respectively, and 30 seasonal analyses.

The data in table 2 are of two types. One set

gives the number of problems of a specific type

that can be computed per hour on each machine.

These data appear in lines 1, 2, . . ., 6. The
other set of data gives the amount of data prepara-

tion time required for 1 hour of computation

under each computing activity. These data are

given in lines la, 2a, 2b, etc.

Line 1 is interpreted as follows: 200 five-vari-

able, 25-observation regression problems can be

run in 1 hour on the 10K machine; 5 regression

problems of type I can be run in 1 hour on the 2K
machine ; 8 regression problems of type II can be

run on the 2K machine in 1 hour and 0.105 prob-

lem can be run on a desk calculator in 1 hour.

Thus, we could compute our total regression work-

load, using 1 hour of 10K machine time, 40 hours

of 2K machine time if the problems are prepared

singly, 25 hours of 2K machine time if several

problems are obtained from a set of basic data, or

1,905 hours of desk calculator time.

Line la gives us the amount of data preparation

time required per hour of computing time for each

machine. For simplicity we have grouped all data

preparation activities into one group. In prac-

tice we would want to carry many of these activi-

ties separately. We can read line la as follows

:

The number of regression problems that could be

done in 1 hour on the 10K machine would require

50 hours of data preparation time ; the number of

single problems that could be done on the 2K
machine would require 8 hours of data preparation

time ; etc. The — 1 inserted in the data preparation

column in combination with the equality relation-

ship insures that the amount of data preparation

time needed to support each activity is equal to the

amount of data preparation time actually used.

Stated another way, the — 1 in the data prepara-

tion column indicates that the total amount of

data preparation time used subtracted from the

total amount of data preparation time needed on

the computing activities equals zero. In this way
data preparation costs as well as computational

costs enter the model to give a complete cost

analysis.

Assume we have 200 regressions to compute, of

the type listed in table 2. The total cost on the 10K
machine would be 1 hour of machine time at $225

per hour plus 50 hours of data preparation time

at $5 per hour, for a total cost of $475. On the 2K
machine, processing each problem separately

would require 40 hours of machine time (200-^-5)

at $30 per hour plus 320 hours of data preparation

time at $5 per hour, for a total cost of $2,800. If,

however, we were to compute several problems

from one basic set of data, only 25 hours of 2K
machine time and 75 hours of data preparation

time would be required, for a total cost of $1,125.

To do the same job on the desk calculator would re-

quire 1,905 hours at $2.50 per hour for a total cost
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of $4,762.50. Thus, the 10K machine is the cheap-

est for the type of regression problem specified

here.

Similar cost comparisons can be made for each

of the linear programming and seasonal analysis

problems, and for any alternative number of prob-

lems. If no number appears in a computing ac-

tivity for a particular size problem, that activity

is not a feasible method of computation.

Conclusion

The use of electronic data-processing equipment

is rapidly expanding. Although this equipment

greatly facilitates computational work, it is ex-

pensive. It is desirable to know the minimum cost

combination of equipment for a given level of com-

putational work. A wrong decision can be very

costly.

We have presented a model which helps us to

formally determine the cheapest way to get the

computational job done. Further, the model is

useful on a continuing basis to determine when
it would pay to change an existing machine com-

plex. This may be desirable as new equipment

becomes available that is more economical than

the old, or as the size and composition of the com-

puting job change. Both types of changes can

occur at rather rapid rates.
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A Method for Estimating the Demand for Irrigation Water

By Charles V. Moore and Trimble R. Hedges

Estimating the demand curve for farm irrigation

water is a matter of serious concern in most of the

Western States today and may be so in portions of

the humid East in the near future. Farmers and

other users have filed claims to all readily available

streamflow, and private and public agencies have

exhausted nearly all low-cost storage sites. Addi-

tional water can be made available only at much
higher costs. If these higher costs are to be repaid,

facilities must be designed to be utilized to their full

capacity. Such designs must take into account the

slope and position of the demand curve for irriga-

tion water. The results presented here should be

useful to project planners undertaking to determine

the feasibility of proposed water projects. These

results will also provide guides for allocating water

supplies in multiple-use projects among various

users, and they will help water agency managers

to assess how proposed price schedules will affect

income accounts for their farmer patrons. The au-

thors wish to thank B. C. French, G. W. Dean, J. N.

Boles, H. O. Carter, and G. A. King for their com-

ments and suggestions. This project was supported

by the Water Resources Center, University of

California.

THIS STUDY attempts to estimate the static-

normative demand for irrigation water for

individual farms in Tulare County, Calif., a

highly intensive crop farm area. The individual

farm demand relationships are aggregated by

means of weights based on the distribution of farm

sizes in the study area. The slope of the aggre-

gate curve is found by fitting a regression equa-

tion to the weighted data. A total revenue

function is developed based on this overall rela-

tionship. Finally, changes in the aggregate func-

tions are explored by varying the proportion of

soil qualities from the original presupposition.

The static-normative nature of the demand
fmiction estimated may not shed much light on

what farmers will do in the short run if water

prices undergo a sharp shift. However, it is the

writers' opinion that over a longer timespan, farm-

ers will tend to adjust to what the analysis indi-

cates they should do.

The synthesized approach used in this analysis

generated results for a wide range of water prices

with a model representing a small geographic

area. This parametric-objective function (vari-

able-cost) programming method is a modification

of the standard simplex linear programming

model. 1

2

It enables the researcher to study the

effects of a wide range of costs or prices on the

optimum solution to the standard simplex prob-

lem. 3 For a purchased input such as irrigation

water, it indicates the optimum quantities of water

to be used in relation to water costs. It is possible

to trace this relationship continuously through the

entire range of all possible prices for water. This

procedure thus provides data to construct a de-

mand schedule for the particular resource under

consideration, in this instance irrigation water.

Assumptions Regarding Resource Supplies,

Technical Data, and Activities

A linear programming model must reflect as

realistically as possible the actual conditions in

the study area. A detailed survey of the area pro-

vided the data needed for quantifying resources,

crops or activities, constraints, and technical data.

In this model, the land resource consists of 70

percent Grade I land and 30 percent Grade II

land. 4 Roads, ditches, and the farmstead occupy

6 percent of all farmland. Cotton allotments limit

production to 33 percent of the cropland. Con-

tract requirements, production regulations, and a

pest problem restrict sugarbeet acreage to 12 per-

cent of the cropland. Blackeyed bean production

1 Thomas Satty and Saul Gass, "Parametric Objective

Function, Part I," Jour. Operations Res. 2 : 316-319, 1954.
u Earl O. Heady and Wilfred Candler, Linear Program-

mini; Methods, Iowa State College Press, Ames. 1!>.~,X. See

discussion on variable-cost programming in chapter 8.

3 James X. Boles has suggested that the same informa-

tion could be obtained using variable resource program-

ming from which marginal-value products can be

determined.
4 Grades of land based on the Storie Index system. See

R. B. Storie, Revision of the Soil Rating Chart, Calif. Agr.

Expt. Sta. unnumbered report. May 1953, 4 pp.
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cannot exceed 16 percent of the irrigable land.

The supply of irrigation water consists of the total

quantities obtained from both pumps and surface

sources. These quantities impose restrictions in

12 critical time periods during the growing season.

Nine alternative crops were considered for each

of the two soil grades with 3 irrigation treatments

for each crop, making a total of 54 producing ac-

tivities. Although a complete listing of all crops,

other than trees and vines, grown commercially in

Tulare County would include more items, the nine

considered here account for over 74 percent of all

harvested acres.

Technical production coefficients for irrigation

water by crops during the critical time periods

represent a synthesis, based on a procedure out-

lined in another paper. 5

Characteristics of Irrigation-Water Demand

Graphic presentation of the results of variable-

cost programming as outlined above produces a

"stepped" demand function (fig. 1). This result

reflects the interaction of resource supplies and

fixed production coefficients. The optimum crop-

ping program, and therefore, the optimum quan-

tity of water, holds for all the prices included

within the vertical portion of any one step. At

the "corner" of each step there are two optimum
cropping programs, a situation similar to a border

price in a price map. Each of the alternative

optimum solutions results in exactly the same

value for the objective function (farm income).6

Figure 1 shows the stepped demand functions

for each of the five farm sizes analyzed. Regard-

less of farm size, the optimum quantity of water

per acre changes very little in the cost range from

zero to $3 per acre-foot (the present variable cost

of pumping in the area). Except for the 1,280-

acre farm, the greatest change in the optimum
quantity demanded comes at water costs of about

$16.50 per acre-foot. At $16.50 per acre-foot the

lower grade of soil becomes idle, and farming

continues only on the better soil with the highest

valued crops (cotton and sugarbeets). At this

water cost, gross receipts from alfalfa (a heavy

5 Charles V. Moore, "A General Analytical Framework
for Estimating the Production Function for Crops Using
Irrigation Water," Jour. Farm Eeon. 43: 876-888, Novem-
ber 1961.

* Heady and Candler, op. cit., p. 268.
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Figure 1.

—

Farm demand for irrigation water at various

prices, five farm sizes.

water-using crop) are no longer adequate to cover

variable production expenses (including water

costs). In contrast, gross receipts exceeded the

variable production expenses for alfalfa on the

1,280-acre farm until the cost of water was in-

creased to about $20.50 per acre-foot. At this

cost, all Grade II soil became idle. This variation

reflects the lower variable cost of growing and
harvesting alfalfa with the larger and more effi-

cient equipment on the 1,280-acre farm.

Elasticity of Demand With Respect to

Price of Water

The previous section presented, and briefly

analyzed, the normative demand schedules for

water on farms of five sizes. To estimate the de-

mand schedule for an entire geographic area, or

all farms of a specific type within a geographic

area, it is necessary to aggregate or sum all of the

individual farm demand schedules. 7 This was
done by a weighting process, multiplying the

number of farms in each size category by the

quantity of water shown in the demand schedule

at each border price for each of the typical farms.8

The sum of these quantities according to varying

prices is the aggregate demand schedule (fig. 2).

' If large geographic areas were aggregated, the assump-

tion of a perfectly elastic demand for commodities would

not hold because changes in output would be sufficient

to affect price.
8 The number of farms in each size category is shown in

T. R. Hedges, "Economic Adjustments on California

Cotton Farms," Preliminary Statistical Summary No. 1,

Farms, Acres and Cotton Allotments 1954, Calif. Agr.

Expt. Sta., June 1955.
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FIGURE 2.

—

Demand for irrigation water at various prices,

cash crop farms, with 70 percent Grade I soil.

This procedure retains all of the steps found in

the five original demand schedules, but tends to

smooth them out.

It is obvious from the demand schedule in fig-

ure 2 that a distinct shift occurs when the cost of

water reaches about $16.50 per acre-foot. To take

account of the two segments of this discrete de-

mand schedule, two second-degree polynomial re-

gression equations were fitted to the stepped data

by the method of least squares. It was assumed

that the midpoints of the vertical portions of the

steps were most stable with respect to price

change; these points, therefore, were used as ob-

servations for fitting the estimating equations."

Such data do not meet the assumptions of nor-

mality and independence used in regression analy-

sis; statistical inference and probability state-

ments, therefore, cannot be made.

The point elasticity of demand is relatively more

elastic for the demand curve above $16.50 per acre-

foot (
— 0.702) than for the demand curve in the

lower range of prices
(
—0.188) at their respective

means. Thus, at a water cost of $9.44 per acre-foot,

a 1-percent increase in price should cause a 0.188-

percent decrease in the quantity of water taken.

At the higher price of $23.30 per acre- foot, a 1-

percent increase in price should cause a 0.702-per-

cent decrease in the quantity used.

Public entities known as irrigation districts are

responsible for most irrigation water deliveries

made to farm headgates in the United States. In

"A similar procedure was? used in an Iowa milk supply

response study. R. D. Krenz, E. O. Heady, and It. V.

Baumann. Profit Maximizing Plans and Static Supply

Schedules for Fluid Milk in the Dcs Moines Milk Shed,

Iowa Agr. Expt. Sta. Res. Bui. 486, October 19(50.

addition, mutual water companies distribute a

small percentage, and private companies an even

-ma Her proportion of the total water delivered.

Public and mutual companies both regulate their

prices to their customers in accordance with the

same overall objective : to cover total costs, includ-

ing bond repayments and interest due. Private

concerns, in contrast, usually have a different ob-

jective : to maximize profits from their operations,

subject to restraints imposed by the State through

public utility commissions or other regulatory

bodies. This analysis sheds some light on the ques-

tion of how pricing policies might differ for orga-

nizations pursuing these different objectives.

Total revenues at the various water prices can be

calculated by multiplying the prices in figure 2 by

the associated quantities. A water distributor

would obtain the maximum total revenue ($32,-

587,500) by selling 1,975,000 acre-feet of water at

$16.50 each. Several price-quantity combinations

along the demand curve will yield identical total

revenues. For example, $26,400,000 can be ob-

tained either by selling 1,500,000 acre-feet at

$17.60 per acre-foot, or 2,080,000 acre-feet at $12.70

per acre-foot. This condition is due to both the

discreteness of the overall demand curve and the

difference in slope of the two segments of the curve.

Decisionmakers in public or private agencies will

require information in addition to that presented

here before they can determine how much water

they will need to sell. They must know, for exam-

ple, the shape and position of the total cost func-

tion for storing and delivering a wide range of wa-

ter quantities. This analysis, even though it does

not take all of these circumstances into account,

does support several generalizations relevant to

water resource development and pricing problems.

As suggested above, a publicly or mutually

owned organization would attempt to set water

delivery prices at a level that will equalize total

costs and total revenues. These organizations

sometimes derive a portion of their revenues from

land assessments per acre or on some other basis

not identified with a water delivery unit; then they

need to recover only part of their total costs by

levies on measured water deliveries.

In sharp contrast, the private agency, pursuing

its profit-maximizing objective, should set its

prices and sell the associated water quantities so as

to obtain the greatest possible margin of net reve-

nue. Private agencies are not permitted under the

law to levy taxes or assessments. They must de-
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pend entirely on prices related to water deliveries,

usually metered, and therefore will not be able

to sell as much water as the publicly or mutually

owned agency. As a result, farm production will

be lower in an area served by a private agency than

if a publicly or mutually owned agency was the

water distributor.

This analysis also indicates that, because of the

relatively inelastic demand for water at prices

ranging from zero to about $16.50 per acre-foot,

irrigation districts and other distributing agen-

cies, when necessary, can increase their total reve-

nues by raising rates within this range. An estab-

lished agency with facilities largely completed

might obtain funds for further improvements

through such increases in metered rates.

Elasticity of Demand With Respect to

Soil Quality-

Detailed soil classification data according to

farm size were not available for this analysis. A
presupposition was that for each farm size, Grade

I soils represented 70 percent and Grade II soils 30

percent of all farmland. This assumption is some-

what unrealistic. In a large geographic area, some

farms would have 100 percent Grade I soils, with

others progressing through the entire range until

some would be at the opposite extreme of 100 per-

cent Grade II soil, assuming that these two grades

account for all farmland in the area.

An alternative approach, useful for learning

how soil quality variations might affect irrigation

water demand, is to aggregate varying propor-

tions of soils to produce traces on a three-dimen-

sional surface, as shown in figure 3, in which the

75-percent trace is closely similar to the curve in

figure 2.

The long horizontal step for each trace is caused

by alfalfa going out of production on both soil

grades when the price of irrigation water is above

$16.50 per acre-foot. The demand for water in

the lower range of prices is less elastic for the

Grade II soil because of the lack of alternative

low-water-using crops on this soil.

The greatest acreage of alfalfa is grown when

the proportion of Grade I soil is 75 percent. This

large acreage of a heavy-water-using crop ex-

plains why the total quantity of water used is so

high on the 75-percent trace.

100%

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEC. ERS 2281-63(6) ECONOMIC RESEARCH SERVICE

Figure 3.

—

Short-run demand surface for irrigation water,

cash crop farms, two soil grades.

Limitations of the Analysis

The limitations of the assumptions underlying

linear programming such as divisibility of inputs

and linearity of the production function are

pointed out elsewhere. 10 These limitations fully

apply here. Two critical assumptions are not nec-

essarily valid: (a) that producers have complete

knowledge of commodity prices, and (b) that each

producer's goal is to maximize farm income. To
the extent that these assumptions fail, producers'

actual decisions may differ, sometimes markedly,

from those indicated as optimum.

Other limitations include the uncertainties re-

garding changing technologies, economic and in-

stitutional elements in the decision context, the

relatively small geographic area studied, and the

fact that the method used does not permit prob-

ability statements to be made about the fitted equa-

tion. This last limitation, of course, applies to

any synthesized approach. The writers warn that

the results presented here cannot be generalized

into a different area unless the new area duplicates

all physical, economic, and institutional constraints

found in the area included in this analysis.

10 Heady and Candler, op cit., chapter 1.
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Conclusions

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has been able

in the past to proceed on the assumption of a per-

fectly inelastic demand for water so long as the

price of water does not exceed $8 per acre-foot.

But preliminary estimates suggest that under the

California Water Plan, unsubsidized prices at the

fanner's headgate may be as high as $24 per acre-

foot.

Demand for irrigation water in a specific highly

commercialized area appears to be relatively in-

elastic in the lower range of water prices, but be-

comes increasingly elastic as prices rise. Demand
for irrigation water in the lower price range also

tends to be less elastic for lower quality soils be-

cause of t he lack of economically adaptable alter-

native crops. Increasing water prices on farms

with high proportions of low-quality soils thus

leads to special problems.

This analysis also sheds some light on shifts in

land use in relationship to soil quality and prices

of irrigation water. Growers tend to take low-

quality soils out of production at much lower

prices than the. better soils. This also is veri-

fied by the scanty empirical information that is

available.

Distributing agencies will obtain the maximum
total revenue, not at the highest water price stud-

ied ($30 per acre-foot), but rather at about $16.50

per acre-foot. This result accompanies the dif-

ferent ia] rates of slope on the two segments of the

demand curve, and the important shifts in land

use as water prices rise. These price-quantity-

total-revenue relationships are critically impor-

tant to planners and other officials responsible for

water development and pricing policy decisions.

Policymakers should consider, further, the prob-

able impacts of the type of organization used to

develop and deliver irrigation water on quantities

sold, and the volume of physical output on the

farms serviced. Non-profit-seeking public or mu-
tual organizations will tend to sell larger quanti-

ties of water, with resultant greater physical pro-

duction by their customers, than private organiza-

tions which do seek to maximize profits. Public

or semipublic organizations with power to levy

taxes or assessments can encourage or discourage

water consumption by changes in the proportions

of total revenue that they derive from the two

sources, metered tolls and fixed charges.

In spite of the definite limitations imposed by

the approach, this study has yielded useful find-

ings not otherwise obtainable. The approach,

furthermore, offers possibilities for added study

and use. Additional data and certain methodo-

logical refinements should enhance its effectiveness,

not only for studying demand for irrigation wa-

ter, but demand for other purchased inputs as well.
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Book Reviews

The Stages of Economic Growth
By W. W. Rostow. Cambridge University Press.

179 pages. I960. $1.45.

Theories of Economic Growth
By Bert F. Hoselitz, Joseph J. Spengler, J. M. Letiche,

Erskine McKinley, John Buttrick, and Henry J.

Bruton. The Free Press of Glencoe, 111. 344 pages.

I960. $7.50.

Theories of Economic Growth and

Development
By Irma Adelman. Stanford University Press. 164

pages. 1961. $5.

Economic Development: Analysis and Case

Studies

By Adamantios Pepelasis, Leon Mears, and Irma

Adelman. Harper & Brothers, New York. 620

pages. 1961. $8.50.

Economics for Development
By Stephen Enke. Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood

Cliffs, N.J. 616 pages. 1963. $11.65.

Economic Development in Perspective

By John Kenneth Galbraith. Harvard University

Press, Cambridge, Mass. 76 pages. 1962. $2.50.

THE FLOW OF BOOKS and articles on eco-

nomic growth and development continues un-

abated. Only the complete specialist can pretend

to keep abreast. The six books reviewed briefly

here are but a small sample of the whole, though

perhaps a fairly representative one.

The little book by Professor Rostow emerged

from a series of lectures given at Cambridge Uni-

versity in 1958. It has been a bestseller since its

publication in 1960. Some economists and histor-

ians find Rostow's "stages" unsatisfactory, either

as an explanation of past developments or as an

indication of future ones. Nevertheless, his analy-

sis has the rare qualities of imagination and per-

spective. It is a "must" for all students of eco-

nomic growth.

In their efforts to construct relevant contempo-
rary theories of economic growth and development,

economists have sought inspiration from earlier

writers. The next two books exemplify this ap-

proach. The first, edited by Professor Hoselitz,

grew out of a seminar held several years ago at

Dartmouth College under the auspices of the So-

cial Science Research Council. It consists of seven

papers by six different authors. All are scholarly

contributions. The first four will be of primary
interest to those concerned with the history of

economic thought. The subjects and authors are

as follows : "Mercantilist and Physiocratic Growth
Theory" by Joseph J. Spengler; "Adam Smith
and David Ricardo on Economic Growth" by J.

M. Letiche; "The Theory of Economic Growth
in the English Classical School" by Erskine

McKinley; and "John Stuart Mill on Economic
Development" also by Spengler.

The last three papers are more relevant to con-

temporary theorizing. "Theories of Stages of

Economic Growth" by Hoselitz is a critical review

of the theories expounded by German economists

in the 19th century. Although Hoselitz finds their

efforts deficient in many important respects, he

does believe that theories of economic stages can

provide a useful methodological tool, particularly

for the analysis of institutional forces on economic

growth. His findings should be helpful to those

who wish to appraise contemporary theories of

economic stages or to construct their own.

In his paper "The Neoclassical Contribution,"

John Buttrick undertakes to record and evaluate

that contribution. The core of his analysis is a

mathematical autopsy designed to reveal the essen-

tial elements and interrelationships of the neoclas-

sical growth model. He shows, for example, how
the properties of stability and Pareto Optimality

were built into the model, and how such growth-

producing factors as population, technology, and

changes in tastes were handled as exogenous vari-

ables whose influences would be smoothly incor-

porated into the economy over time. Buttrick does

not see much prospect of contemporary economists

doing a great deal better than the neoclassical
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group in terms of constructing a general growth
model capable of being tested. We must start with
limited short-run models involving only a few
variables, with the hope that in time it may be
possible to combine a number of these limited

models into a more general one.

The final paper by II. J. Bruton has the self-

explanatory title of "Contemporary Theorizing on
Economic Growth." This is a comprehensive and
tightly packed survey. It is fairly difficult read-

ing, and does not lend itself readily to summariza-
tion. It begins with an exposition of the Harrod-
Domar short-run capital adjustment theory of
growth. Bruton then expands this model to take

accoimt of problems that arise as the time period
is lengthened. This involves consideration of
structural changes in the economy ; that is, changes
in the parameters which govern its capacity-creat-

ing and income-generating mechanism. Next, at-

i cut ion is given to the longer run behavior of such
specific factors as population, technological

change, and entrepreneurial behavior. Although
discussion of noneconomic or "sociocultural" fac-

tors is omitted, their influence is recognized and
leads Bruton to the conclusion that "in a lone-

period analysis the distinction between 'economic'

and 'noneconomic' factors loses significance, and
it becomes necessary to acknowledge that economic
growth must be seen as a special aspect of general
social evolution, rather than as a process which
can be factored out of the social system and studied
in isolation. This suggests not only that more
empirical and analytical inquiries are necessary,

but possibly also that the tools and method of the

economist must be altered if the problems are to

yield."

In the other historically oriented book. Dr.

Adelman examines the growth theories of Smith,

Rioardo, Marx, and Schumpeter, and presents a

modern neo-Keynesian model of her own. This
is carried out via a mathematical schema in which
the total output of the economy is regarded as a
function of five variables: services of capital

stock; rate of natural resource use; employment
of the labor force; society's fund of applied

knowledge; and the sociocultural milieu in which
the economy operates.

By explaining the theories of her four econo-

mists in terms of these variables, Dr. Adelman
achieves a real advance in terms of exposition and
comparability. Some may think that she has

taken too much liberty with these economists in

order to fit them into her framework, but this

reviewer thinks she has clarified rather than dis-

torted their basic ideas.

Mrs. A del man's own model is a sophisticated

one in which the labor force is linked to popula-

tion, population to the real wage rate, and the

wage rate to the capital-labor ratio, which in turn

"depends partially upon the nature of the equi-

librium between savings and investment, and par-

tially on the technical character of production."

With respect to the production function, she ex-

plores long-run equilibrium conditions under con-

ditions of constant, increasing, and decreasing

return?. Finally, the influence of continuing tech-

nological progress on an economy characterized

by decreasing returns is examined.

There is a considerable degree of similarity be-

tween the Adelman model and the one presented

by Professor Bruton. A direct comparison of the

two would be a profitable exercise for anyone try-

ing to formulate a general growth model.

In conclusion, Mrs. Adelman makes a number

of useful observations with respect to growth poli-

cies for underdeveloped areas, particularly the

difficulty of stimulating growth when the relation-

ships among the growth-producing variables are

largely endogenous, and the importance of Gov-

ernment agencies in planning and initiating eco-

nomic development. Though this book is built on

a mathematical framework, most of the important

considerations and conclusions are well summa-

rized, so that it is not necessary to struggle with all

the equations in order to benefit from the analysis.

Mrs. Adelman's book runs less than 150 pages

and provides an introduction to the whole theory

of economic growth and development that is not

only succinct, but of very high quality.

The next book, Economic Development: Analy-

sis and Case Studies, combines an elementary text

on the determinants of economic development with

12 case studies covering such diverse economies as

Uganda, Chile. India, Turkey, and New Zealand.

These studies account for over two-thirds of the

volume. The text portion was written by Profes-

sors Pepelasis and Mears who also contributed two

of the case studies. Ten individual authors, in-

cluding such well-known economists as Robert Ed-

minster and J. B. Conlift'e, prepared the others.

Professor Adelman, author of the book reviewed

above, served as editor of the entire volume.
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The venture as a whole does not strike this re-

viewer as being a particularly successful one. For

a systematic treatment of the factors responsible

for economic development, such standard texts as

those by Higgins and by Meier and Baldwin seem

superior. The case studies exhibit a wide degree

of variability with respect to scope and content,

though doubtless instructors and others interested

in particular countries will find some of them very

useful.

Professor Enke, well known for his writings in

theory and international trade, has produced a

comprehensive work on economic development de-

signed as a one-semester text for the "intelligent

reader who has had a really sound introductory

course in economic theory, and thoroughly under-

stands its content."

The book is dedicated to several broad propo-

sitions. Western countries are failing to achieve

their goals of economic progress in the underde-
veloped areas because they are trying to buy de-

velopment through financial assistance. Officials

who make economic policy (in both the giving and
receiving countries) must learn more about eco-

nomic principles and must apply them in the de-

velopment process, else we will continue to fail,

and will fall further behind our adversaries in

the cold war. In applying these principles, stress

must be laid on the vital connection between
economic growth and personal freedom.

There are 28 chapters altogether, plus an ap-

pendix on industrialization through greater pro-

ductivity in agriculture, another on certain

aspects of India's third 5-year plan, and an ex-

tensive bibliography. Altogether these run the

book to nearly 600 pages. The chapters are or-

ganized under six broad headings: (1) environ-

ment for development, (2) innovations and
development, (3) accumulation and use of capital,

(4) labor and development, (5) development

through trade, and (6) prospects for development.

Most of the materials presented by Professor

Enke fall within the conventional bounds of eco-

nomics, but this is not true of his treatment of

labor and development, where he has chapters on

birth control, education, and public health. Like

Professor Bruton, he believes that the economist

cannot go it alone in the field of economic de-

velopment. "He must work with agricultural and
industrial experts and—above all—with political

scientists and social anthropologists. The most

useful people in the area of economic development

are moral philosophers with youthful idealism."

Virtually every topic relating to economic de-

velopment gets some attention. There is a presen-

tation of Harrod-Domar-type models and a cri-

tique of Rostow's "stages." There are discussions

of agricultural versus industrial expansion; the

role of taxation and banking systems; the rela-

tion of international trade and capital movements

to development; and a review of U.S. economic aid

and military assistance programs. The final

chapter contains a sobering appraisal of de-

velopment prospects, as well as reaffirmation of

Enke's belief in the indivisibility of economic and

political freedom and the need for making it the.

cornerstone of the development policies of the

Western nations.

This book should prove very satisfactory as a

text, especially where the need is to combine com-

prehensiveness with a solid body of theory. It

should also be useful as a general reference for

teachers, researchers, and policymakers. It is hard

to think of anyone in these categories who will not

find new and stimulating material in many of

Enke's chapters. The needs and interests of in-

dividuals will vary, but this reviewer found the

chapters on international trade and capital move-

ments especially helpful.

J. K. Galbraith's slim volume grew out of lec-

tures given at five university centers in India while

he was U.S. Ambassador to that country. They
are addressed to an educated but unspecialized

audience, and stress in simple terms the critical

importance of effective government, education, and

social justice as prerequisites to economic progress

in many of the underdeveloped countries. There

is also a lecture on the nature of planning and one

in praise of the corporation as an instrument of

economic development, which may surprise some

of the critics of The Affluent Society. Galbraith

writes in his usual felicitous style, and may well

have more influence on policymakers and planners

in some underdeveloped areas than the authors of

more pretentious tracts.

/. P. Cavin

Scarcity and Growth

By Harold J. Barnett and Chandler Morse. Johns

Hopkins Press, Baltimore. 288 pages. 1963. $5.50.

IF ANY BOOK can give our "dismal" science

of economics a brighter look, it is this one.

Students of development economics will recog-

nize its pathbreaking nature at once. Quite apart
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from its impact on the profession is its promise

that lack of resources in many areas of the world

may not be an unscalable obstacle in the quest for

a higher standard of living and a fuller life.

The book is excellent in both its analytical and

empirical aspects. Its analysis thoroughly

examines both the Malthusian and Ricardian

scarcity models and shows their limitations for a

dynamic and developing economy, such as that of

the United States. The graphical analysis is es-

pecially ingenious, present ing a new basis for the

further study of growth and development.

The authors distill from the experience of

America's "conservation movement" an essence

hitherto unknown. In doing so they provide a

much-needed rationale to lead economists and

conservationists into communication instead of

mere exhortation.

An interesting sidelight is the authors' exten-

sive list of consultants, more than 60, which reads

like a Who's Who of economics. This listing is

an outstanding compliment to the professional

staff of the USDA. Only four of the Nation's

leading universities—Chicago, Cornell, Harvard,

and Princeton-—outdo the USDA in its contribu-

tion. The book, in turn, will surely enhance the

reputation of all contributing parties. Resources

for the Future must be congratulated for having

sponsored this study.

The chief limitation of the book stems from its

exclusive attention to the development pattern of

the United States. For this reason it may be said

to deal with a special case rather than a general

one. It does not really answer the question

whether any economy whatever may join the list

of the "progressive economies" exemplified by the

United States. This criticism, of course, applies

only to the empirical aspect of the work and sug-

gests that the authors have pioneered in a type of

analysis which, hopefully, will be applied to other

economies in the near future.

Frank T. Bachmura

Local Subsidies for Industries

By John E. Moes. University of North Carolina

Press, Chapel Hill, N.C. 252 pages. 1962. S6.

LOCAL AND AREA industrialization has
i long been sought by towns and cities. Cham-

bers of commerce and formal ly organized devel-

opment groups are actively engaged in pursuit of

local industries through means ranging from

highly colored come-on brochures to specific and

effective subsidies. For some time, Moes has

studied local industrialization and its achievement

through various types of subsidies. In this book,

he makes his case for development through

policies of local, area, and St ate subsidization.

In the first chapter of the book, the author pro-

vides his rationale through a "theoretical justifica-

tion of subsidies." His final point in the justifi-

cation is along the line that wage scales cannot be

lowered and that only a system of wage subsidies

can create a competitive labor market. In consid-

ering local subsidies, Moes is not specifically con-

cerned with national economic growth, and he dis-

misses the general contention that one community's

gain might be another's loss. He points out that

it is impossible to prevent relocation in the essen-

tially market-oriented locational matrix of indus-

try. Local areas through subsidies are competing

for new industries. Examples of what subsidiza-

tion means to local areas are well documented, and

the cases presented have paid off handsomely in

furnishing local jobs and payroll. It is more or

less the author's position that whatever industrial-

ization costs in local subsidies, the returns make

it more than worth while.

Mr. Moes recognizes that most economic litera-

ture on industry location refutes his arguments.

However, he sticks to his premise that subsidiza-

tion "may serve to offset imperfections in the

market instead of constituting unwarranted inter-

ference with a perfect allocation mechanism." Stu-

dents of local and area economic development

should study this book. It probably is the "bible"

of those who advocate local and area subsidies as a

means of inducing economic development.

John H. Southern

The Strategy for Agricultural Development

By S. R. Sen. Taplinger Publishing Co., New York,

for Asian Publishing House. 324 pages. 1962. $7.

THE AUTHOR, S. R. Sen, is amply qualified

by professional experience to write on the sub-

ject of economic development. He is currently

the Joint Secretary of the Planning Commission
of the Government of India. Prior to this as-

signment he held the post of Deputy Economic
and Statistical Advisor to the Government of

India.
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His book is a collection of essays on economic
development prepared for delivery at various

meetings or seminars. Most of them deal with
general problems of policy and strategy for eco-

nomic development and several are related to the
Indian situation only.

These essays (18 in number) discuss a wide
range of specific subjects. They are grouped
under three headings : (1) Agricultural Develop-
ment, (2) Techniques of Planning, and (3) Com-
modity Problems and Policies.

In the first group of essays the strategy for eco-

nomic development, the adoption by the Planning
Commission of the Ford Foundation recommen-
dations for Indian Agricultural development, and
forestry and agriculture in India are elaborated.

The second group includes discussions on tech-

niques of planning, the Indian planning ma-
chinery, and some policy implications of the plans
that have as their goal a self-generating economy.

Under the third heading the essays deal with
commodity problems and policies, price policy,

effects of price supports, economic consequences
of restrictive policies, and the influence of foreign

agricultural surplus disposal on underdeveloped
economies.

The listing of selected subjects under the major
divisions of this book is not exhaustive, but gives

some indications as to the general contents of the

whole package.

William F. Hall

Farms and Farmers in an Urban Age
By Edward Higbee. The Twentieth Century Fund,
New York. 183 pages. 1963. Cloth $3, paper
$1.45.

FEW BOOKS on farm affairs have won such
quick and eminent attention as Professor Hig-

bee's. Scarcely was it released when summary
articles appeared in the New York Times and the

Congressional Eecord. Its reception is attribut-

able to its qualities of being timely and easily

readable—even delightfully so.

In an effort to explain farming to city people
and city viewpoints to farmers, the book records

the nature of modern capital-using agriculture.

It tells "what has happened to the farms as a result

of the substitution of capital for people."

The telling includes a running commentary on
policy. However, the basic and best part of the

book is reportorial, not analytical.

The book opens with a dramatizing of new tech-

nology. The author treats of the wide diversity

within agriculture: "American farmers are not

one species but many . . . anything from a week-

end hobbyist in Bermuda shorts . . . to a corpora-

tion executive with a million acres of land woven
by teletype into a transcontinental empire." As
a Professor of Land Utilization (at Rhode Island

University), he reports, disapprovingly, Federal

policies that bring new lands into cultivation and
lease public range at cut rates when land is sur-

plus to agriculture and deficit to such nonagricul-

tural uses as recreation.

All this has been told before, but seldom so

stylistically. Professor Higbee turns a phrase

with the best. The book's point-counterpoint

serial form makes for light reading. Unfortu-

nately, it sometimes gives the appearance of

equally light reasoning.

For his central policy theme, the author sees

Federal farm subsidies as intended to preserve

the small farmer who is undercapitalized and

technologically outclassed. Those farmers, al-

though numerous, produce so little that the effort

is vain. Subsidies help only the larger farmer who
does not need them, he says, and therefore are an

indefensible drain on the city taxpayer. Further,

he predicts their early demise, as city dwellers gain

representation and farmers lose it.

Nevertheless, while basically impatient with

subsidies that tend to hold farmers on too-small

farms, he adds that "neither is it desirable that

more inefficient farmers be cast off to swell the

rolls of the urban unemployed." He would make
allotments and some income subsidy available to

small farmers, as a concession.

Professor Higbee holds Census definitions partly

accountable for misunderstandings about farming.

He seems to oppose creating statistical "farms"

below minimum welfare standards. Yet he him-

self does not see that much of the difficulty lies in

failure to distinguish between "farmer" and

"farm." Any person should have the right of

career selection irrespective of its statistical effects.

The author is justified in deploring demagogic mis-

use of farm income statistics. But it would seem

more sensible to set up income tables by class in-

tervals than to force all farms into a single class.

Further, it is false logic to end the farm prob-

lem by definitional removal of farms having a

problem. Any economic sector can look healthy

if the roster of its membership be selective enough.
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Among other flaws, (o conclude that farm pro-

grams are futile because the larger farmers now
show good incomes fails to take into account the

contribution of present programs to those incomes.

There are offsetting sagacities. One is the ob-

servation that the question of rural values is not so

much how to preserve them in the country as to

establish their equivalents in the city. "One of the

urgent tasks of contemporary industrial-city cul-

ture is to create within its own context compen-

satory values to replace those destroyed by the

passing of the small family farm."

And the author points out that the Committee
for Economic Development was mistaken in stat-

ing that surplus-producing resources in agricul-

ture are small farmers, who produce little, instead

of big capital, which produces much.

In sum, the book is readable and well worth
reading. It is an interesting book, even though
not a profound one.

Harold F. Breimyer

Farm Management Decisions

By Trimble R. Hedges. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 615

pages. 1963. $9.

STUDENTS WILL NOT PROCEED FAR
into this l>ook before they realize the author

writes from a background of extensive experience

in teaching farm management. They will, how-
ever, proceed a good way before they encounter

some of the important and basic economizing prin-

ciples which are eventually discussed.

This book is, as the author suggests, written

primarily for college and university students tak-

ing a first course in farm management. Prior ac-

quaintance with economic principles, accounting,

and technical agriculture, although not required

for comprehension, would undoubtedly enrich the

experience of working through the text.

The author divides his book into five parts:

Problems and Procedures in Farm Management
Decisions, Evaluating Farm Resources and Prob-

lems, Analyzing and Budgeting the Farm Busi-

ness, Planning for Profitable Crop and Livestock

Production, and Planning for Efficient Resource

Use. This reviewer thinks coverage of this range

of topics is adequate from the standpoint of both

the book itself and a course to be developed around
the book. The range of decision problems posed

and the exemplification of steps leading to their

analysis and solution should provide adequate

"grist for the mill" of any student or teacher of

farm management. Much of the illustrative ma-

terial, both management problems and data, per-

tains to specific irrigated areas of the West, par-

t icularly California. It is not difficult, however, to

see the counterparts of these illustrations in other

farming areas. Also, the author does supplement

his work with a number of examples from types of

farming not found in the West.

This text is probably more heavily empirical

than most other farm management texts currently

in use. The author has attempted to bring in the

more formal decision principles in a gradual way
throughout the text rather than in a systematic

manner in an early section of the book. The latter

procedure would have provided a meaningful

framework within which to develop subsequent

sections of the text. One result of the procedure

actually used is that it is not until page 330 that

one encounters the decision criteria for optimum
allocation of limited resources in alternative uses.

This section (pp. 329-335) is not as clear as other

sections of the book. For example, the subhead

on page 329 which reads "Farmers With Liquid

Capital Shortages Obtain Maximum Profits by
Equating Average Returns Per Dollar of Variable

Inputs" is at best confusing and at worst incon-

sistent with conventional marginal economics.

Other sections of the text, dealing with such

topics as "steps in the decision process," "the func-

tion of management," and "budgeting and analy-

sis," are easily comprehended. Occasionally one

needs to remember that the book is written to teach

management and its responsibilities and not to

deal objectively with problems of farm policy or

general welfare. Otherwise the author's several

brief excursions into the policy area might seem

rather one-sided. For example (p. 19), in discuss-

ing controls such as acreage allotments, the author

states: "At best, they introduce administrative

procedures and regulations that require the farm-

er's time and represent interference with other

management functions and duties."

Despite these shortcomings, the book is a sub-

stantial work on farm management. Coverage of

the topic is quite complete and examples are good.

Students will find other sources which give a more

systematic and complete discussion of formal econ-

omizing principles. This, however, was not the

primary objective of the book as the author stipu-

lates in the preface. Students who work through
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this book carefully will surely improve their pro-

ficiency in making farm management decisions.

W. B. Sundquist

Landmarks in Political Economy
Edited by Earl J. Hamilton, Albert Rees, and Harry

G. Johnson. University of Chicago Press, Chicago.

1962. 2 volumes. $2.45 each.

THE PKOS AND CONS of burying bricks

instead of gold at Fort Knox are among the

issues discussed in some of the articles reprinted

in Landmarks in Political Economy. Another ar-

ticle brings you up to date on the price of wheat

—

up to 1892, that is.

General economics sets the tone of this collec-

tion of articles, chosen to mark the 70th anniver-

sary of the Journal of Political Economy. Be-

cause of the diversity of subjects covered, the table

of contents could almost serve as a reading list for

an advanced course in economic theory. Classical

and neoclassical schools of thought predominate.

The list of authors of the 24 articles includes

such well-known names as Veblen, Pareto, J. M.
Clark, Viner, Knight, Samuelson, Schumpeter,

Harberger, Stigler, Arrow, Friedman, and Lerner.

Despite their later distinction, most of the authors

had the academic rank of assistant professor or

below when they wrote these articles.

The first article, "The Price of Wheat Since

1867," deals with agricultural economics. Many
of the others are familiar to agricultural eco-

nomists.

Monetary theory comes in for a fair amount of

attention, comprising five articles. One of them,

"The Failure of Monetary Policy To Prevent the

Depression of 1929-32," gives the reader a his-

torical perspective. Some are timely in evaluat-

ing the present gold and foreign trade situation.

Another four articles deal with business cycles,

capital, savings, and investment. Samuelson's

"A Synthesis of the Principle of Acceleration and

the Multiplier" is among them. Price analyses

are developed in three articles, including Knight's

"Cost of Production and Price Over Long and

Short Periods."

Utility, demand, and supply studies are subjects

of five or six articles, including the one containing

Sweezy's famous kinked demand curve. Another,

a book in itself (covering 82 pages), is a history

of the development of utility theory between

Smith and Slutsky. Friedman and Savage's

classic "The Utility Analysis of Choices Involving

Risk" also is in this group.

Most of the "landmarks" are masterpieces in

their fields. They were carefully chosen and

many are timeless in their application, though

written over a span of 70 years. There are a few

exceptions. This reviewer had the feeling that

some did not merit inclusion, having outlived their

usefulness. They are interesting museum pieces,

but marks of time rather than milestones. For-

tunately, not many fit this category. As a whole,

the group concisely reviews basic economics; it

serves as an excellent reference to many useful

articles in the Journal of Political Economy.

Stephen J. Hiemstra

The Mexican Mesta; the Administration of

Ranching in Colonial Mexico

By William H. Dusenberry. University of Illinois

Press, Urbana. 253 pages. $5.50.

RANCHING in the United States has been

. greatly influenced by Spanish-American

ranching practices. An important Spanish-

American ranching institution, the Mesta, is

described by Dusenberry in this book, which won
the Agricultural History Society Book Award for

1962. His emphasis is on the early years of the

Mexican Mesta, an adminstrative livestock organi-

zation introduced from Spain in 1537 and termi-

nated in 1812. All large ranchers were members

of the Mesta. The organization regulated ranch-

ing affairs and handled disputes concerning live-

stock. Many detailed examples of disputes and

their settlement are listed.

The author has done an excellent job of gather-

ing information, largely from Mexican archives,

on an important agricultural institution. He
makes clear that the Mesta was created and con-

trolled by the colonial government. In addition,

emphasis is given to governmental response to

reports of violations of regulations. However,

less attention is given to the character of the Mesta

itself or to the role of its members in the organiza-

tion. There are several chapters on the adminis-

tration of Mesta regulations, but only one on the

organization of the Mexican Mesta. A more equal

balance would have made the study more informa-

tive to the nonspecialist.
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Readers who want background information on

ranching in the United States will find much that

is valuable in the chapter on the influence of the

Mesta on later institutions. The Mesta code is

the source of many ranching laws, customs, and

association rules in the western United States.

The necessity of honest and efficient service at all

levels of government is shown by the administra-

tive difficulties of enforcing the Mesta code. The
original code of 1537 is reprinted in Spanish in an

appendix. Illustrations of 118 brands registered

in 16th-century Mexico City will interest many
people.

Earl /VI. Rogers

Agriculture in the World Economy
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations. International Documents Service, Colum-

bia University Press, New York. 2d edition, revised.

65 pages. 1962. $1.

THIS useful handbook has been revised to

bring its statistical data up to date.

Aspects of Economic Development; the Back-

ground to Freedom From Hunger

Freedom From Hunger Campaign Basic Study No. 8.

Office of Public Information of the United Nations.

International Documents Service, Columbia Univer-

sity Press, New York. 84 pages. 1963. $0.50.

THIS booklet presents in outline some of the

main aspects of the economic development

process, particularly as they relate to the work of

the United Nations. The agricultural program to

produce more food will call for other action, both

national and international, involving the basic

principles of economic development.

Commodity Survey 1962

United Nations. International Documents Service,

Columbia University Press, New York. 129 pages.

1962. S1.50.

PRIMARILY a compilation of trade statistics,

this survey includes data on agricultural com-

modities.

Guide to Methods and Procedures of Rural

Credit Surveys

By T. S. Rao. Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations. International Documents
Service, Columbia University Press, New York.

106 pages. 1963. $1.

ORGANIZING and promoting research in

rural credit has been a continuing activity

of FAO. This guide to procedures and methods is

in the nature of a general outline, particularly

adapted to conditions in the newly developing

countries.

Latin American Timber Trends and Prospects

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations. International Documents Service, Colum-

bia University Press, New York. 117 pages. 1963.

$1.50.

IN TERMS of forest area per head of popula-

tion, Latin America is the richest region in the

world, yet the forests of Latin America are being

depleted. This study, which includes statistical

data, aims at providing a basis of information for

planning agencies, forest producers, and forest

industries.

Livestock in Latin America: Statistics, Prob-

lems and Prospects. I. Colombia, Mexico,

Uruguay and Venezuela

Food and Agriculture Organization and Economic

Commission for Latin America of the United Na-

tions. Sales Section, United Nations, New York.

94 pages. 1962. $1.50.

THE VOLUME presents current data and

some projections on livestock production in

four nations.

Prices: A Chartbook 1953-62

Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,

Bulletin No. 1351. Government Printing Office,

Washington. 207 pages. $1.50.

THE CHARTBOOK is based primarily upon
the consumer and wholesale price indexes

regularly published by the Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics. Most of the charts cover the period from

1953 to September 1962. Data on farm and food

prices are included.

Pulp and Paper Prospects in Latin America

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations. International Documents Service, Colum-

bia University Press, New York. 81 pages. 1963.

$1.

PULP AND PAPER consumption in Latin

America has been growing, as has production.

The study contains statistical data by country of

both consumption and production.
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Selected Recent Research Publications in Agricultural Economics Issued by the U. S.

Department of Agriculture and Cooperatively by the State Universities and Colleges 1

Aines, Ronald O. release of land from con-

servation RESERVE CONTRACTS—ADJUSTMENTS IN

LAND USE—FARMERS' INTEREST IN NEW LAND-

RETIREMENT contracts. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr.

Econ. Rpt. 34, 18 pp. May 1963.

About 2.5 million acres of conservation reserve land
was released in 1961. Nearly half of it was expected to

remain in grass. Farmers interviewed in six areas ex-
pressed interest in new contracts, but there was little

agreement as to provisions and rates of payment that
would be acceptable.

Anderson, Raymond L. irrigation enterprises

IN NORTHEASTERN COLORADO: ORGANIZATION,

water supply, costs. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ.

Res. Serv., ERS-117, 18 pp., illus. June 1963.

There are 106 irrigation enterprises in Boulder, Lari-
mer, Weld, and Morgan Counties, Colo. They are organ-
ized mainly as farmer-owned mutual companies. Land
irrigated per enterprise ranges from 140 to 55,000 acres.

The report describes variations in size of operation, costs

of water delivery, and market value of water among the
enterprises in the area.

Ballinger, Roy A., and L. C. Larkin. sweeten-

ers USED BY THE BAKING INDUSTRY : THEIR COM-

PETITIVE POSITION IN THE UNITED STATES. U.S.

Dept. Agr., Agr. Econ. Rpt. 32, 15 pp., illus.

May 1963.

The quantity of sweeteners used by the baking industry
in this country has increased nearly 70 percent since 1952.
Consumption of sugar increased at an average annual
rate close to 40,000 tons; dextrose and corn sirup, by
about 4,000 tons each.

Ballinger, Roy A., and L. C. Laekin. sweeten-

ers USED BY THE CONFECTIONERY INDUSTRY

—

THEIR COMPETITIVE POSITION IN THE UNITED

states. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Econ. Rpt. 37,

17 pp., illus. June 1963.

The confectionery industry—candy, candied fruits and
other confectionery products, chewing gum, chocolate and
cocoa products—uses a larger quantity of corn sirup, more
than one-third of the total consumption, than any other
food industry in the United States. It also uses nearly
one-tenth of the sugar and more than one-twentieth of

the dextrose consumed in the United States.

Baum, Samuel, Reed E. Friend, and Robert R.

Stansberry, Jr. the hired farm working

force of 1961. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Econ.

Rpt. 36, 57 pp. May 1963.

Approximately 3.5 million persons did farm wage work
in 1961, a decrease of nearly 6 percent from a year earlier.

The 1.9 million "non-casual" workers (those who did

25 days or more of farm wage work in 1961) averaged
$6.55 per day worked at farm work, up from $6.30 in

1 State publications may be obtained from the issuing

agencies of the respective States.

1960. The average number of days of farm wage work
by all workers dropped from 86 days in 1960 to 77 days
in 1961.

Bernitz, Alexander, an evaluation of west

Germany's domestic agricultural assistance

program. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv.,

ERS-Foreign-52, 8 pp. June 1963.

While the farm income situation in West Germany is

expected to improve during 1962-63, the comparable non-

farm income position also is forecast to improve—but

at a slower rate. Therefore, disparity between farm and

nonfarm incomes is expected to show some narrowing.

Unsatisfactory incomes in West German agriculture are

to a large extent due to many farms being too small to

make full use of modern farming techniques.

Brown, Sidney E. increasing broiler sales

THROUGH OFFERING AN ADDITIONAL CUT AND REC-

IPE MATERIALS (A PRELIMINARY REPORT). U.S.

Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-127, 11 pp.

May 1963.

Some retailers are merchandising broiler quarters to

sell backs and wings. This is a cut obtained by splitting

the bird down the back and leaving a portion of the

back on the leg and breast quarters. Total broiler sales

in retail food stores increased an average of 16 percent

when the quarter cut was added to broiler displays.

Sales differences were not measurably affected when a

label with a recipe was attached to broiler packages.

Coyner, Mary S. el Salvador—its agriculture

and trade. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv.,

ERS-Foreign-49, 30 pp., illus. June 1963.

Agriculture is still the basis of El Salvador's economy
in spite of the country's relatively high degree of indus-

trialization. Agriculture's contribution to the gross

national product is about 35 percent of the total. More
than 60 percent of the working population are employed

in agriculture and around 90 percent of foreign exchange

earnings come from the export of agricultural products.

Davts, Jeanne M. farm vacations in east cen-

tral OHIO—DEVELOPMENT, PROFITS, AND PROB-

LEMS. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-
113, 15 pp., illus. May 1963.

Providing nonfarm families with opportunities to vaca-

tion on farms can help farmers supplement their income.

Interviews with farmowners showed that successful farm
vacation enterprises have been started with no additional

capital investment in the farm and with space for as few
as two guests. Annual net income from farm vacation

enterprises ranged from $150 to $1,500. The report de-

scribes experiences of several Ohio farm vacation associa-

tions, and gives sources of information for farmowners
who would like to form such associations.

Dietrich, Raymond A., Willard F. Williams,

and Jarvis E. Miller, the texas-oklahoma

MEAT INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND MARKETING

practices. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Econ. Rpt. 39,

66 pp., illus. July 1963.
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With the principal exception of the retail sector, rela-

tively few recent changes are evident in the structure of

the Texas-Oklahoma (Southern Plains) meal Industry.

However, substantial Changes probably will be required

within the next several years. Pressures for change are
already apparent and arise out of a variety of revolu-

tionary developments. The basic economic forces of

change are discussed in this report.

Enolund, Eric, and Alexander Bernitz. sum-

mary AND EVALUATION OF "UNITED KINGDOM '.

PROJECTED LEVEL OF DEMAND, SUPPLY, AND IM-

PORTS OF FARM PRODUCTS IN 1965 AND 197 5."

U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-
Foreign-50, 26 pp. July 1963.

This is a summary of ERS-Foreign-19 published in

January 1962, a report prepared for U.S. Department of

Agriculture by the Institute for Research in Agricultural
Economics, Oxford, England. The most striking feature
of the import projections for 1975 is the very modest in-

crease over the levels of 1960-62 in aggregate value despite
increased population and consumer real income.

Enoohian, Richard V., and Robert F. Saunders.

PRESENT AND POTENTIAL USE OF EGO PRODUCTS IN

THE FOOD MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY. U.S. Dept.

Agr., Mktg. Res. Rpt. 608, 67 pp. June 1963.

Use of dried egg products and prepared mixes contain-
ing eggs can be expected to increase substantially in the
future. Increases in the use of dried eggs may affect use
of liquid and frozen eggs. The convenience of dried eggs
and preinixes appeals strongly to food manufacturers.
The report provides guides to the egg products industry
and to Government laboratories for improving utilization

of egg products.

Gavett, Earle E. truck crop production prac-

tices, CAMERON AND HIDALGO COUNTIES, TEXAS

—

LABOR, POWER, AND MATERIALS BY OPERATION.

U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-115, 76

pp., illus. June 1963.

A single application of a chemical weedkiller has en-

abled carrot and onion growers in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley of Texas to eliminate from 30 to 50 hours of hand
weeding and hoeing per acre. The chemical weedkilling
operation required from $7 to $15 of spray materials and
took approximately one-half hour per acre to apply. This
report is the fifth of a group of 1959 production prac-
tices in 12 areas.

Grant, Warren R., and Troy Mullins. enter-

prise COSTS AND RETURNS ON RICE FARMS IN THE
grand prairie, Arkansas. Ark. Agr. Expt. Sta.,

Rpt. Series 119, 35 pp., illus. June 1963.

(Econ. Res. Serv. cooperating.)

Contains budgets which were developed to show the an-
nual labor, power, and machinery requirements; monthly
labor distribution ; and costs and returns for rice, soy-
beans, and oats.

Hall, Richard, the future for cotton in lami-

nated plastics. U.S. Dept. Agr., Mktg. Res.

Rpt. 619, 17 pp., illus. August 1963.

Cotton is being used in small but increasing amounts
as the fiber content in some types of laminated struc-

tures. This report presents an analysis of this potential
industrial market for cotton laminates and recommends
the most promising areas for technical research and mar-
ket development for cotton.

Hammond, Lekjh II., and Richard A. King, the
FEASIBILITY OF EXPANDING THE SWEETPOTATO CAN-

NING INDUSTRY IN THE SOUTH. U.S. Dept. Agr.,

Mktg. Res. Rpt. 603, 51 pp., illus. May 1963.

(N.C. and La. Agr. Expt. Stations cooperating.)

Costs were estimated for canning sweetpotatoes in four
model plants with production capacities ranging from
10,000 to 40,000 pounds of raw product per hour, three
levels of trim and peel loss, and different lengths of
operating seasons. With a 30-percent trim and peel loss,

all the plants could operate profitably even for relatively
short seasons. With a 40- or 50-percent loss, only the
large plants operating for longer seasons (1,000 hours or
more) would be profitable.

Harp, Harry H., and Denis F. Dunham, com-

parative COSTS TO CONSUMERS OF CONVENIENCE

FOODS AND HOME-PREPARED FOODS. U.S. Dept.

Agr., Mktg. Res. Rpt. 609, 91 pp., illus. June
1963.

None of the 28 freeze-dried foods evaluated by a taste
panel in the U.S. Department of Agriculture received an
"unacceptable" score as to palatability, and two-thirds of
them were as good as the processed foods with which they
were compared. Palatability is rated in terms of general
acceptance and five quality characteristics: Appearance,
flavor, juiciness, texture, and tenderness. The items
taste tested included beef, pork, chicken, seafoods, soups,
and several mixtures of foods.

Heid, Walter G., Jr. changes in the market
STRUCTURE OF THE BREAKFAST FOODS INDUSTRY.

U.S. Dept. Agr., Mktg. Res. Rpt. 623, 26 pp.,

illus. August 1963.

The structure of the breakfast foods industry in re-

cent years has been marked by increasing concentration,
change in consumer preference from hot to ready-to-eat
cereals, and movement of breakfast food grains through
fewer marketing channels. Large companies financed, de-
veloped, and patented many of the new processes and
equipment for producing ready-to-eat cereals, thus mak-
ing it difficult for small manufacturers to adopt innova-
tion. The retail price of corn flakes and rolled oats
went up 54 percent from 1947-49 to 1961, but the farmer's
share of the consumer's dollar spent for both cereals
decreased.

Hind. James F., Cleveland P. Eley, and Carl R.

Twining, special promotional programs for

winter pears: their effects on sales of win-

TER PEARS AND OTHER FRUITS. U.S. Dept. Agr.,

Mktg. Res. Rpt. 611, 37 pp., illus. July 1963.

Two promotional techniques that were successful in

increasing retail sales of winter pears were dealer con-
tests with cash prizes, and store demonstrations in which
taste samples of pears and recipe folders were given to

customers. The use of special point-of-purchase displays
and a media advertising program of low intensity had no
significant effect on sales. Sales of apples, oranges, and
bananas did not change during the pear promotion.
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Jones, W. Webster, cottage cheese and frozen

DESSERTS : COST OF PRODUCTION IN DIVERSIFIED

MILK PLANTS IN KANSAS, MISSOURI, AND OKLA-

HOMA. U.S. Dept. Agr., Mktg. Ees. Kpt. 620,

15 pp., illus. July 1963.

Cottage cheese and frozen desserts are integral parts

of most fluid milk operations. Together these products
constitute the main outlet for surplus milk, therefore, the

costs of making them and the returns from their sales

have a direct bearing on the pricing of such milk.

Long, Mary E. new Zealand's agricultural

PRODUCTION, MARKETING, AND TRADE POLICIES AND
THEIR BEARING ON U. S. FARM EXPORTS. U.S.

Dept. Agr., Foreign Agr. Econ. Rpt. 9, 81 pp.,

illus. July 1963.

New Zealand's economy is chiefly agricultural, with
emphasis on production for export. About 95 percent of

the total export trade is agricultural and consists chiefly

of wool, dairy products, and meat. Until recently most
exports went to the United Kingdom, but since 1958 a
larger proportion has been diverted to the United States,

Japan, and certain Western European countries. In the

New Zealand market, the United States encounters com-
petition from Australia and the British West Indies, par-

ticularly with respect to rice, vegetable seeds, and fruits.

Loonet, Zolon M., L. D. LaPlue, Charles A.

Wilmot, Walter E. Chapman, Jr.. and Frank-
lin E. Newton, multiple lint cleaning at

COTTON GINS : EFFECTS ON BALE VALUE, FIBER PROP-

ERTIES, AND SPINNING PERFORMANCE. U.S. Dept.

Agr., Mktg. Res. Rpt. 601, 53 pp., illus. May
1963.

Multiple stage lint cleaning at gins usually produces
cotton of a higher grade, that will bring a better price

per pound, but the process causes a substantial loss in

weight. The net effect generally is to lower the value of

bales of the highest grades and raise by varying amounts
the value of bales of lower grades.

McGrath, Edward J. domestic distribution

PATTERN FOR RICE: PRELIMINARY DATA FOR 1961

and 1962. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv.,

ERS-126, 11 pp. May 1963.

Distribution of milled rice for all purposes in the

United States, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands totaled

18,730,100 hundredweight during the 1960-61 marketing
year and 19,630,000 hundredweight in the 1961-62 market-
ing year. Shipments for direct food use in the United
States were 10,286,300 hundredweight in 1960-61 and
11,309,400 hundredweight in 1961-62. In both marketing
years slightly more than half of the these shipments
went to California, New York, Louisiana, Texas, Hawaii,
and South Carolina.

Mears, Leon G. the Dominican republic—agri-

culture and trade. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ.

Res. Serv., ERS-Foreign-51, 50 pp., illus. Au-

gust 1963.

This study examines the Dominican Republic's agricul-

tural economy and foreign trade in view of developments
since the fall of the Trujillo government in 1961. New

or expanded programs currently underway include land
reform, farm credit, agricultural education, and exten-
sion. Recent wage increases and greater employment have
increased the demand for food, and agricultural imports,
primarily from the United States, are at an alltime high
and rising swiftly.

Mills, Theodora, soviet agriculture trade,

1955-61. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv.,

ERS-Foreign-47, 29 pp., illus. June 1963.

Soviet agricultural exports and imports each increased
58 percent between 1955 and 1961, but this rise was rela-

tively smaller than the rise in her foreign trade in all

commodities. During the 7 year period, exports of agri-
cultural products averaged about a fifth of total exports,
and agricultural imports averaged one-fourth of total im-
ports. For some commodities, especially grain, exports
to the free world increased more than exports to Com-
munist countries.

Ottoson, Howard W., Gene Wunderlich, and
Howard G. Diesslin. land tenure research :

scope and nature, 19 62. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ.

Res. Serv., ERS-119, 27 pp. (Interregional

Land Tenure Research Committee cooperating.)

This report revises and brings up to date Agricultural
Land Tenure Research, Scope and Nature: Reappraisal,
1955 (the "Gray Report") published by the Interregional
Committee. It also suggests some additional problems
and introduces the idea of priority in programming re-

search. It is intended primarily for research workers
in land economics, but should also interest other social

scientists, administrators of research programs, and grad-
uate students.

Pasour, E. C, Jr., and D. L. Oldenstadt.

FARM PRICES OF APPLES FOR CANNING AND FREEZ-

ING, UNITED STATES, 1951-61. U.S. Dept. Agr.,

Agr. Econ. Rpt. 35, 20 pp., illus. June 1963.

(Mich. Agr. Expt. Sta. cooperating.)

The U.S. season average farm price of canning and
freezing apples can be estimated quite accurately by using
data which are available early in the marketing season.
Information on crop estimate, processed stocks, farm
price of fresh apples, and a trend variable explained more
than 90 percent of the variation in deflated farm prices

of processing apples from 1951 to 1961. The ability to

predict the season average price fairly accurately will

help growers through their bargaining associations, as
well as processors, in negotiating price.

Pederson, John R., and William L. Mitchell.

SHELL EGG MARKET STRUCTURE IN FTVE EASTERN

metropolitan areas. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ.

Res. Serv., ERS-118, 51 pp., illus. June 1963.

The sale of shell eggs to the final consumer in New York,
Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh, and Baltimore was han-
dled primarily by three types of firms in 1960: Retail

food store chains, independent grocery stores, and whole-

sale distributors. Data were obtained from 1,334 egg-

handling firms in the five metropolitan areas. Charts and
tables show movement of shell eggs through marketing
channels in each of the cities.

POLI, ADON. LONG-TERM PRODUCTION PROSPECTS

FOR WESTERN AGRICULTURE. U.S. Dept. Agr.,

Agr. Econ. Rpt. 33, 39 pp., illus. May 1963.
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Crop production in 11 Western States, which increased

considerably from 1!)4() to 1960, is expected to increase

even more by 1975, due mainly to higher yields per acre.

Greater use of irrigation and improved farming methods,

among other factors, are expected to result in a 25-percent

increase in yields by 1975, although total cropland acre-

age will increase only about 3 percent.

Rogers, George B., and Edwin T. Bardwell.

MARKETING NEW ENGLAND POULTRY. 4. STRUC-

TURE AND PERFORMANCE OF THE ASSEMBLY

system. N.H. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bui. 476, 59 pp.,

illus. April 1963. (Econ. Res. Serv. cooperat-

ing.)

Fourth in a series of publications dealing with various

aspects of poultry marketing in New England. This pub-

lication describes the main features of the assembly

system, based largely upon a stratified random sample

of 75 firms, and analyzes the possibilities for reducing

costs of the assembly function alone and in combination
with processing.

Rush, John D., and Ralph R. Botts. liability

AND INSURANCE PROTECTION FOR FARMERS WHO
HAVE INCOME-PRODUCING RECREATIONAL FACILI-

TIES. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-
120, 6 pp. June 1963.

Some farmers near cities are providing recreational

facilities for the use of fee-paying guests. Additional

liability is involved. The report discusses the type of

insurance needed to provide financial protection against

lawsuits arising from use of the facilities by fee-paying

guests.

Strickland, Percy L., James S. Plaxico, and

William F. Lagrone. minimum land require-

ments AND ADJUSTMENTS FOR SPECIFIED INCOME

LEVELS, SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA. Okla. Agr.

Expt. Sta. Bui. B-608, 84 pp., illus. May 1963.

(Econ. Res. Serv. cooperat ing.)

Gives results of a study in which estimates were made of

the changes required to achieve specified returns in farm
income of an 11-county area in southwestern Oklahoma.
The analysis is a normative one designed to determine
the quantity of resources farmers would need to bring

their income to a level comparable with that of persons
employed in nonfarm work.

Tompkin, J. R.. and J. A. Sharples. the role of

operators' expectations in farm adjustment.

Ohio Agr. Expt. Sta., Res. Bui. 936, 32 pp., illus.

April 1963. (Econ. Res. Serv. cooperating.)

Farmers in nine West-Central Ohio counties were inter-

viewed during 1955-60. The report describes some factors

related to farmers' price and yield expectations, and the

accuracy of these expectations. Results suggest that non-
price influences may be more important than moderate
price changes in causing farmers to adjust production.

Vermeer, James, an economic appraisal of the
1961 FEED GRAIN PROGRAM. U.S. Dept. Agr.,

Agr. Econ. Rpt. 38, 38 pp., illus. June 1963.

Farms of participants in the 1961 Feed Grain Program
averageil larger than those of nonparticipants and had a
larger proportion of their lands in crops. Before the feed

grain program, participants used more of their cropland
for such high-valued crops as corn, grain sorghum, soy-

beans, and wheat. The support price offered to partic-

ipants in the program would have had little effect on
the incomes of nonparticipating farmers as they had little

grain to sell. The report is based on information obtained
in interviews with 1,200 farmers in eight selected areas.

Walters, Harry E. agriculture in the united

STATES AND THE SOVIET UNION. U.S. Dept. AgP.

Econ. Res. Serv., ERS-Foreign-53, 26 pp., illus.

August 1963.

This report compares agricultural conditions and pro-

duction in the United States and the Soviet Union, utilizing

current statistical information. It compares general fea-

tures of climate, soils, land utilization, capital and labor
inputs, and agricultural organization and management.
It provides in tabular form a comparison of sown areas,

yields, and production of a number of crops, as well as
livestock and livestock products.

Wessel, Robert I. iowa rural government since

looo. Iowa Agr. and Home Econ. Expt. Sta.,

Special Rpt. 32, 32 pp., illus. April 1963.

(Econ. Res. Serv. cooperating.)

This study attempts to define county and township
governments as they existed in Iowa in 1900; to show
the decline in the functions of the township from 1900 to

1930; and to trace changes since 1930, when the develop-
ment of semiautonomous boards and commissions added
major functions on the county level.

U.S. Economic Research Service, changing
SHIPPING PATTERNS ON THE ST. LAWRENCE SEA-

WAY WITH EMPHASIS ON UNITED STATES GRAIN

exports. U.S. Dept. Agr., Mktg. Res. Rpt. 621,

25 pp., illus. August 1963.

Traffic on the St. Lawrence Seaway has more than
doubled since 1958, but it is still short of expectations.
The report shows quantities of agricultural and other
commodities shipped on the Seaway from 1958, a year
before it was opened to large seagoing vessels, to 1962.
Completion of the Seaway has altered the movement of
farm commodities, especially U.S. grain for export.

U.S. Economic Research Service, farm costs

and returns: commercial farms by type, size,

and location. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Inform.

Bui. 230, 97 pp., illus. Revised August 1963.

This annual report contains summary estimates of costs
and returns for 1962 and earlier years on 39 important
types of commercial farms in 22 major farming areas
in the United States, together with a brief analysis of
changes that have occurred in production, prices, income,
and costs for each of these types of farms.

U.S. Economic Research Service, notes on the
agricultural economies of the far east, ii—
south asia. U.S. Dept. Agr., Econ. Res. Serv.,

ERS-Foreign-48, 26 pp., illus. April 1963.

(Originally published in June 1960 as FAS-M-
85.)

This report deals with the agricultural economies of
five countries in South Asia—Afghanistan, Ceylon, India,
Nepal, and Pakistan. Text and tables are on the fol-
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lowing: Population, economic setting, physical charac-

teristics, agricultural production, agricultural trade, food
consumption, and political setting.

Statistical Compilations

Crop Reporting Board, U.S. States. Rptg. Serv.

COMMERCIAL, VEGETABLES FOR FRESH MARKET AND

PROCESSING, USUAL PLANTING AND HARVESTING

DATES IN PRINCIPAL PRODUCING AREAS. U.S.

Dept. Agr., Agr. Handb. 251, 76 pp. June 1963.

Crop Reporting Board, U.S. Statis. Rptg. Serv.

WESTERN RANGE AND LIVESTOCK, 17 WESTERN

STATES, 1922-1962—NUMERICAL RATING OF CONDI-

TION, by months. U.S. Dept. Agr., Statis. Bui.

331, 55 pp. May 1963.

Crop Reporting Board, U.S. Statis. Rptg. Serv.

AGRICULTURAL PRICES—1962 ANNUAL SUMMARY.

U.S. Dept. Agr., Pr 1-3(63), 178 pp. June
1963.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, livestock

AND MEAT STATISTICS, 1962. U.S. Agr. Mktg.
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